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Forum: Post-Electi- on
Perspective Focuses
on Consequences
News Briefs
More Bodies Found
In Sacramento, police uncovered two more
bodies in the backyard of a rooming house.
These bodies of elderaly residents of the
home bring the total body count there to
seven. The cause of the deaths, or why the
bodies were interred in the yard, remain
unknown.
Supreme Court Rules
The Supreme Court refused Monday to
grant husbands legal power to prevent their
wives from having abortions. The judges
made no comment on their decision. There is
considerable specuation that the Reagan-appointe- d
Supreme Court will overturn their
decision or even the 1973 decision of Rade vs.
Wade which made abortions legal in this
country.
Gorbachev Questioned
Leading figures in the usually pro-Gorbach- ev
Moscow intellegensia denounced
that leader's proposed changes to the Soviet
political system last week. They have charg-
ed, among other things, that the reforms
would prevent non-part- y groups from run-
ning for administrative positions. "What
kind of glasnost is this?" asked one
spokesperson.
Beach Declared Safe
In Los Angelos, seven miles of beach were
declared safe for swimming on Saturday after
a sewage spill some weeks ago. Health off-
icials have said they will still keep the beach
off-limi- ts for a few more days as a "precau-
tion."
PLO Declares
Homeland
The PLO's parliament declared an in-
dependent Palestinian homeland in the oc-
cupied West Bank with Jerusalem as its
capital last Monday. The decision was seen as
a victory for Yassar Arafat, who has sought a
more moderate policy for his organization.
The move also recognizes the state of Israel
- a first for the PLO.
Smuggler's Sub Found
A 21-f- t. unmanned submarine was found
off the coast of Bocca Raton Saturday. It
was built for tow behind a ship and could be
submerged and surfaced by remote control if
law enforcement agents got too close, say ex-
perts. The submarine may have been used to
smuggle drugs, they' further noted.
Housing Committee Basketball Lords,
Proposes Lottery Ladies Open Seasons
Changes this Weekend
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Jordan, Finefrock Open Bookstore Addition
By Jenny Neiderhouser
No longer will one have to trip over other
people or slither down narrow aisles while
selecting imported chocolate, reading
favorite magazines or conversing with friends
over a cup of coffee. The Bookstore addition
which increases the size of the Bookstore by
4500 square feet, allowing 10 square feet per
student, will attempt to alleviate the over-
crowded conditions currently affecting the
Bookstore.
The grand opening of the addition took
place this morning. The festivities included a
ribbon cutting by President Philip H. Jor-
dan, Jr. and Sheila Jordan, followed by two
brief speeches given by Professors Perry
Lentz and Frederick Kluge. After the
speakers, Jack Esslinger, who constructed
the shelves, initiated them by placing the first
book, a history of Kenyon, on one of the
shelves.
"Basically we are opening to an empty
room. We will begin moving things over
Thanksgiving break because we didn't want
to make anything inaccessible to the
students. We hope to have most of the addi-
tion filled by graduation but it will probably
take about five years to acquire the inventory
we need to completely fill it since we will be
paying for the cost of the addition as well as
the new inventory," Manager Jack Finefrock
said.
Finefrock adds that "we didn't build this
addition to impress anyone. We really needed
the space. The books were getting lost. We
used oak for the shelves instead of formica
because it was cheaper and is more durable
and we want this to last."
The construction project was financed
through a loan taken out by the Bookstore.
The loan will be repaid through projected
profits generated by increased sales;
therefore it will not affect tuition or the
availability of scholarship funds.
The addition was designed by John Reid,
AIA, of Harden and Reid, and construction
was supervised by A. M. Higley Co. The addi-
tion was scheduled to open Sept. 1; however,
X-ra- y detection of a problem with the steel
welds slowed construction. "We had A
construction managers working for us. In
most instances it would have been assumed
that the welds were okay and a problem
would have escaped detection. Because the
contractor made an extra effort we have a
safer, stronger building," Finefrock said.
Finefrock feels Jordan, the administration
and the students should be congratulated for
seeing the need for additional social space
and taking steps to insure that the problem
was corrected. "More space was needed for
social activities. There ought to be a place to
talk with friends, share a bag of Smart Food
and drink a can of soda," Finefrock said.
Finefrock believes it is a favorable reflec-
tion on behalf of the administration when it
realizes the importance of reading books out-
side of classes because "classes only go so
far." Through reading, Finefrock asserts,
students are able to stretch and develop
themselves as individuals.
"It is amazing Kenyon did this. This addi-
tion is larger than most bookstores. I think
the closer books are to people, the better
Kenyon is as a college. The students pay us
the ultimate compliment by being here all the
time," Finefrock said.
Kenyon Creates New Computing Division
By Jeff Stevens
In a move to improve the computing and
telecommunications services at Kenyon, the
Board of Trustees voted at a recent meeting
to create a new division entitled "Information
and Computing Services," under the
guidance of Vice President Tom Moberg
(formerly the director of academic com-
puting). It will strive, according to Moberg,
to "combine under one college division
various areas of technology" in order to
maintain planning and budgeting for these
areas. The division will coordinate many ares
of technology on the campus now separate,
such as administrative and academic com-
puting, and will work towards a universal
network connecting these areas.
"We can no longer afford," said Moberg,
"to have isolated . . . computing operations,
isolated telephone systems and audio visual
systems. This is an attempt to set up a struc-
ture that will facilitate institutional planning
and development in those areas."
Specific goals of the division include the
development of an information network to
which "computing services, library services,
external electronic networks, management
information services, document preparation
and distribution, instructional technology ac-
tivities, audio and video services, and
telecommunications" will all be attached
(from an ICS handout about that division).
With this will come an automated library
system, at least a plan for providing network
access to every student residence room on
campus, and more student workstations. It
will also include access to national and inter-
national electronic networks (including the
international "Bit Net"), classrooms and
laboratories equipped with "appropriate
audio and video equipment to "facilitate in-cla- ss
use of computer-base- d instructional
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materials," (same handout).
New software will also be purchased, and a
single word processing program will be ap-
plied to both student and administrative net-
works allowing for easy data transfer, and
greater coordination between the networks.
Central computing systems based on
clustered minicomputers will continue to be
developed, and "high quality" support for the
jeeMOBERG page twelve
Matt Nix carries the ball earlier in the season, helping to take the men's soccer team to their
best finish ever. See Sports, page ll.
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Horrors Of Kristallnacht Will Not Be Forgotten, Commemoration Prove
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Prof. Robert Bennett reading from Night.
By Alyssa Frank
'First they came for the Jews
and I did not speak out
because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for the communists
and I did not speak out
because I was not a communist.
Then they came for the trade
unionists and I did not speak out
because I was not a trade unionist.
Then they came for me
and there was no one left
to speak out for me. '
Pastor Niemoeller
(victim of the Nazis)
Last week the Kenyon community joined
forces in commemorating the 50th anniver-
sary of Kristallnacht Night of Broken
Glass. On Nov. 9, 1938, Germans and
Austrians attacked and set fire to more than
250 synagogues, and destroyed more than
800 shops that "were owned by Jewish pro-
prietors. These events marked one of the first
formal actions that was later to be recognized
as the beginning of the Holocaust. People
rampaged the streets in an all-nig- ht raid. This
came to be known as the Night of Broken
Glass because of the multitude of storefronts
which were defaced. In addition to all of the
defamation of property came the loss of
numerous lives.
Amidst the dark of the night and the chill
of the falling drizzle, nearly 80 people turned
out to participate in a candle-li- t remem-beranc- e
vigil last Wednesday evening.
Students, faculty and children marked down
middle path from Bexley Hall to Old Ken
yon. Everyone then gathered in front of Old
Kenyon to listen to a few poignant words
from Professor Harry Brod. "Memorable"
and "emotionally moving" best describe the
participants' views of the event. The at-
mosphere contributed to the solemn feeling
of the evening. Candles lit up the night in a
symbolic protest of what the Jews and other
peoples suffered through on that cruel night
in 1938.
Brod alluded to a fascinating paradox
which exists when he stated that "under-
standing dispells the darkness of clouds."
Two different 'clouds' which overshadow
contemporary history have been that of the
mushroom cloud and that of the cremetoria.
Both of these tragic events will plague human
consciousness for eternity. "We stand in the
shadows of the clouds," said Brod. Humani-
ty can attempt to understand the fateful oc-
currences of the atomic bomb and the Holo-
caust, but our comprehension will never
erase or eradicate the historical course of
events.
Brod quoted the idea that "to understand
everything is to forgive everything". This am-
biguous statement leads one to believe that
understanding begs forgiveness. In the
specific case of the Holocaust, Brod
disagrees. Jews and Christians alike have at-
tempted to understand the tragic loss that the
Holocaust produced. Does this mean that we
should now attempt to forgive those who
were involved? I do not think so. Individual-
ly, each person should come to terms with
history and become comfortable with the
ramifications that are exhibited throughout
present day society. Understanding is
necessary, however, to forgive is to forget.
History is cyclical and one must never let the
horrors of the Holocaust be repeated. By
forgiving the past generations, one forgets.
The only way history can repeat itself is if
people forget the abominable episodes pro-
duced. Therefore, one must comprehend but
never forgive.
Other events that were held in com-
memoration of Kristallnacht were a sym-
posium on the history and significance of the
tragedy suffered, and an all-nig- ht vigil held in
Nu Pi Kappa. The vigil was held from mid-
night until 7 a.m. Members of the communi-
ty took turns reading "Night," by Eli Wiesel.
Wiesel, asurvivor, powerfully accounts the
European experience in his internationally
recognized novel.
Kristallnacht was a terrible tragedy. By of-
ficially recognizing and remembering the
wretched day, the dreams of those who died
will always remain alive. Society is plagued
by the memories of the Holocaust. Accor-
ding to Brod, it is "better to light a candle
than curse the darkness, but in this case one
should do both."
Carcinagonic, Mutagenic, Teratogenic Chemicals Released Into Air
By David Bartram
Two companies located in Mount Vernon
released over 500,000 pounds of toxic
chemicals into the environment during 1987,
according to reports filed with the En-
vironmental Protection Agency and the state
of Ohio. The facilities were required to sub-
mit the reports under Title III of the Super-fun- d
Amendments and Reauthorization Act
of 1986, better known as the Emergency
Planning and Community Right-To-Kno- w
Act. The art states that citizens have a right
to know about toxic chemicals that are being
used, stored, or released in their community,
and therefore allows public access to infor-
mation on a facility's toxic chemical opera-
tions.
American National Can Company, with
headquarters in Chicago, released 168,000
pounds of toluene, 149,000 pounds of
acetone, and 225,000 pounds of methyl ethyl
ketone into the air during the year. Kelsey-Haye- s
Company, a subsidiary of Fruehauf
Inc., released up to 500 pounds of manganese
to a wastewater treatment plant located on
Teepee Road in Mount Vernon. According to
the company's report, the manganese was un-
treated.
There are no data suggesting that any of
the above chemicals are carcinogenic. Fur-
thermore, toxic effects can be expected only
with exposures to relatively high concentra-
tions. However, these chemicals were listed
under the law precisely because they are tox-
ic, either to humans, animals, or the environ-
ment. A summary of the literature on health
effects of these chemicals is thus in order.
Toluene, a solvent, irritates the eyes and
the respiratory tract, according to the New
Jersey Department of Health. Exposure to
high concentrations of the chemical can
cause headaches, dizziness, fatigue, loss of
muscular strength and coordination, and in
extreme cases, death. Long term exposure to
toluene can damage the liver, kidneys and
bone marrow. There is also some evidence
that toluene may be mutagenic (causing
mutations) and teratogenic (harmful to the
fetus).
Acetone can also irritate the respiratory
tract and cause dizziness, coughing,
headaches, nausea, and loss of coordination.
Long term exposure may damage to liver and
kidneys and can cause chronic nose and
throat irritation, according to the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists (ACGIH).
Methyl ethyl ketone, another solvent, ir-
ritates the skin, eyes, nose, mouth and throat
Exposure to high concentrations can cause
dizziness, headaches, nausea, and blurred vi-
sion, according to the New Jersey Depart-
ment of health. Long term exposure to the
chemical can damage the central nervous
system, and there is some evidence of
teratogenicity in laboratory animals.
Manganese, according to the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration of the
U.S. Department of Labor, can cause chills
and fever, vomiting, coughing, weakness,
and aching of the head and body. Long term
exposure to fumes containing manganese can
affect the central nervous system, causing
difficulty in walking and balancing, trouble
with memory or judgment, and unstable
emotions. If high exposure continues,
manganese can cause symptoms similar to
those of pneumonia and may also cause
hallucinations.
Once again, the crucial factor in assessing
actual health risks posed by the release of
these chemicals is ambient concentration.
The fact that most people in Gambier do not
experience chronic headaches or nausea is a
strong indication that these chemicals are not
present in concentrations high enough to
cause immediate concern. Mount Vernon is,
after all, five miles away, and all three of the
chemicals released to the air are probably so
volatile that they have been widely dispersed
by the time they reach Gambier. Long term
effects, however, might not be so easily
dismissed. One may also raise questions
about the environmental impact of releasing
these chemicals.
Moreover, the American National Can
Company, located on West Madison Street,
stores or uses large amounts of these
chemicals on a routine basis: between
100,000 and 1,000,000 pounds of each of the
chemicals may be on site at any given time,
according to their report. Kelsey-Haye- s may
have between 10,000 and 100,000 pounds of
manganese on sight. An accidental spill of a
large amount of these chemicals could con-
ceivably create a dangerous toxic plume. The
precautions that the companies takes to pre-
vent spills, as well as plans for emergency
response in the event of a spill, may be of
concern to the Kenyon community.
Under the Superfund law, states must
create local emergency planning districts with
a local committee to prepare an emergency
response plan. These plans were to have been
completed by Oct. 1, 1988. Gambier and
Mount Vernon residents may want to contact
the Knox County committee to determine the
status of the area's emergency plan. The chair
of the committee is Dale Butler, director of
County Disaster Services; Mr. Butler may be
reached at 397-272- 7, ext. 284.
Finally, anyone may obtain information
see HAZARDOUS page twelve
Profs Argue Foreign Policy
f '
Prof. Tretheway expresses view during panel
discussion.
By B. Cockshoot, T. Finneran, & N. Ferland
Last Monday night was the second panel
discussion concerning the presidential elec-
tion. It was the last chance for Kenyon
students to educate themselves before they
exercised their constitutional right to vote.
The topic of the night was foreign policy and
the turnout was impressive considering the
competition. Professors McKeown, Klesner
and Tretheway spoke on such subjects as
arms control, defense programs, Third
World issues and the international debt crisis.
They gave their opinions of how a Bush or
Dukakis administration would handle some
of these pressing issues. They also addressed
the fact that neither candidate went out of
their way to clarify policy positions over the
course of the campaign.
Professor McKeown started by comparing
Bush's and Dukakis' defense positions. He
believed, not surprisingly, that Bush would
continue with many of the programs of the
Reagan administration. Because of his aver-
sion to anything nuclear, Michael Dukakis
looks to conventional weapons as a way to
guarantee our committment to N.A.T.O.
Both candidates hold similar positions on the
I.N.F. treaty and future arms talks
(S.T.A.R.T.). McKeown characterised
Dukakis as a U.N., internationalist
Democrat and Bush as somewhat less of an
idelogue than Reagan.
Professor Klesner's topic was Third World
relations. On this subject, he said, that Bush
or Dukakis would be forced to consider cir-
cumstances outside of their control. Because
of this their reactions are likely to be very
much alike. Neither candidate wants to look
as if they are backing down to third world
countries and both will have to consider the
powrful Israeli lobby. Prof. Klesner did point
out that Dukakis would probably limit the
use of covert activities in the manipulation of
domestic concerns of third world countries.
It seems that third world issues will be much
more important in the next administration
because of the thaw in relations between the
superpowers.
Professor Tretheway managed to make the
international debt crisis humorous and both
candidates look bad. According to Prof.
Tretheway, the United States is heading
towards a debt crisis which is putting pressure
see FOREIGN page twelve
OPINION
The Frat Myth
Kenyon is an academic institution. The virtue of the academic mode is that it
deals not with private and particular truths, but with the general and the univer-
sal. It enables one to escape the limits of private experience and the tyranny of the
present moment ... (Philander Chase's) Kenyon was to afford its students a
higher sense of their own humanity and to inspire them to work with others to
make a society that would nourish a better mankind. Kenyon today strives to per-
suade its students to those same purposes.
Student Handbook,
"Kenyon College and It's Mission"
The language seems to be fairly explicit; Kenyon was born and is perpetuated in the
spirit of self-knowledg-e, empowered by social awareness and intellectual curiosity. Every
facet of the College is designed to nurture this vision, following from the Socratic injunc-
tion to ferret out illusion and deception; reconstituting the self in the light of truth.
These are the principles for which we find ourselves at Kenyon. In reality, however,
the shadows still dance upon Plato's cave wall, and many Kenyon students still gaze
with rapt attention at the Ghosts of Archaic Social Organizations Past. The "Greek"
system has found a home in Gambier, a school which is all too receptive to its own
brand of myopic mediocrity.
The social atmosphere at Kenyon does not find itself in the most intense discussion of
the foundations of liberalism; it is not manifested in the tireless quest for a worldview :
based upon irrefutable grounds. Social life at Kenyon as it is practiced by the fraternities
is found in the Nietzschean herd milling around the South End; packed into their boxes
like calves, they look neither here nor there. For the vast majority of those who
subscribe to the fraternal system, this mileau is the culmination of the perfect week.
While the passing thought of significance might cross the conscious purview during the
week, they never hit home; the country club persists in its unmitigated sovereignty in
heart and mind.
I rotherhood is the rationalization tendered by the "Greeks;" the feeling of tradition
and connectedness is also cited as a powerful structure of rational support. While we
observe the unfolding of this communal ethic, however, we hear and see the denigration
of women; in this community, we find destruction and violence; in the midst of the
academy we encounter the thoughtless intonations of DKE-spea- k and the like. At this
point it becomes apparent that this brotherhood is little more than simplistic, child-lik- e
male bonding. To look even further, into the parties, the hell-week- s, and the line-up- s,
the "Greek" system begins to look more and more like William Goiding's island. Given
the freedom of the libera! arts college, the fraternities instead revert to Freudian im-
pulses. Instead of using the liberationist opportunities afforded by academia, the
"Greek" system falls into the mindless nihilism of a hedonistic malaise, looking
nowhere, finding nothing.
It is this "tyranny of the present moment" which in part accounts for the conradictory
relationship between the liberal arts mission and fraternities. The social relations involved
remove the emphasis on the universal quest for truth and knowledge for its own sake,
and instill in themselves the virtue of collegiate life. The discovery of a truth never
before realized is rarely the memory taken from academic experience; academia is mere-
ly the backdrop for what most liberal arts graduates take from college the completion
of bourgeois socialization.
Platonic excellence, then, is merely conversation, if that; social concern is a passing
fancy to be sublimated into a casual party membership immediately upon graduating.
For most, even these very mild expressions of consciousness are inaccessible, for they
merely infringe upon the life which has already been constructed, molded into
unyielding forms awaiting their vicarious participation. While the liberal arts mission
had from its inception held dear its aloofness from the callous material world, the seeds
of delusion took root in its inability to resist the pressures of that world; in accepting the
valueless social institutions of the society over which it stood, it relinquished its ability
to make a real difference in that world. The students which schools like Kenyon produce
reflect the outmoded society of their forebears, because it is that society, that anti-intellect- ual
climate, which surrounds them when they leave the classroom.
In the year of the Commission on Student Life, however, Kenyon has gained the op-
portunity for a reprieve. The goal of the Commission must be to rebuild the sanctity of
our mission; to accomplish this requires the dismantling of the structures which have
done it the most damage. The fraternities have shown through their propensity for
heinous irresponsibility and social and intellectual mediocrity that they represent just such
a structure.
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THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be signed and
lyped, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission.
Unreported Rapes at Kenyon
To the Editor:
I beg for acceptance of my anonymity on
the grounds that the information I present
here is stolen. I will not say where this infor-
mation comes from, yet I state categorically
that the facts presented here are known to the
administration, for they are taken from con-
fidential administration documents.
According to these documents, an average
of at least 6 of Kenyon women are raped
during their four years here. By rape I mean
physically forced to have oral, anal or vaginal
sex against their will. In other words, in any
given four-yea- r period, 45 women are likely
to be raped at Kenyon, an average of more
than 1 1 women per year. A sizable number of
these rapes are likely to be committed by
friends of the victims, not strangers.
The college has known of these facts for at
least a year and has not made the information
public. While I recognize their concerns that
a panic not be raised, I present this informa-
tion with the firm belief that only by
recognizing the frightening reality of rape at
Kenyon can we begin to address its causes.
Silence at this point simply allows the horror
to continue. To protect our community, the
college must come forward now with the full
story of sexual violence at Kenyon.
Sincerely,
A concerned reader
Editor's Note: The recipient of this letter presented
the information to members of the administration,
who furnished documents which confirmed its
validity.
Concerned WKCO 'Plays it Safe'
To the Editor:
We feel that we must, on behalf of
WKCO, explain how the Collegian missed
the point in it's last editorial.
About a month ago it came to our atten-
tion, through complaints from the communi-
ty and through our own listening to WKCO,
that there had been an increase in objec-
tionable subject matter on WKCO. D.J.'s
had been swearing over the air, they had been
making fun of and degrading minorities,
women, homosexuals and children over the
air, and they had been discussing subjects
like safe sex as to make them trivial and
obscene. It was not merely one incident as the
Collegian would have the readers believe, but
a growing trend. The executive staff felt that,
as a representative of the school and the in-
creasing crackdowns and visits from the
FCC, we could not let this go on. We could
not condone racism and sexism. At this point
we suspended a D.J. on some of the above
grounds.
Then we had a general staff meeting
discussing our position and made it very clear
that we could not tolerate such behavior. It
was directly after this that another D.J.
blatantly went on the air and swore, which is
banned by the "long standing traditional"
FCC court case of the "Seven Dirty Words"
case. He also misrepresented the station by
answering the phone saying "WKCO, we aim
to offend". Clearly it is not our aim to of-
fend. We felt that this DJ's actions, no mat-se- e
WKCO page twelve
The Power of Words to Oppress
To the Editor:
More on the issue of gender-exclusi- ve
language: I know this way of talking (using
"man" instead of "human" or "people" and
always using "he" in hypothetical examples)
is usually unconscious for many people and
has no malicious intent attached. However, I
(and other people I have talked to) find it op-
pressive. For example, in a recent conversa-
tion, someone repeatedly referred to
unknown or hypothetical researchers as "he."
This is exclusionary: Not all researchers are
male: A good many are female. (Exclusion is
a form of oppression. Think about why black
civil rights activists sat at "white" lunch
counters they had been barred from.) I don't
find that always using males for hypothetical
examples is sufficient it's exclusionary,
which is explicitly against stated college
policy. By only using male pronouns, one
tends to forget about the important female
participants and discourage (or at least not
encourage) future female participation. It
can serve to perpetuate a sexist status quo.
Gender-exclusiv- e language tends to promote
gender-exclusiv- e mental images of the general
"type" one is talking about. For instance,
when humans are collectively referred to as
"Man," the mental image conjured up as
representative of "Man" will almost certainly
be male. The image of the female is excluded
from that term (it is not' inclusive as is often
claimed). Likewise, when male pronouns are
used to refer to hypothetical members of
groups such as researchers, the possibility
that a researcher may be female is omitted,
ignored, kept from entering the mind.
I have gradually come to think this is not a
nitpicky issue, but an important one. The
power of words, I think, is widely recogni-
zee WORDS page twelve
Verbal Equality 'Ignores the Fire5
To the Editor:
In response to the November third editor-
ial in The Collegian. "We" have had it. We
believe that the reference to the word
"freshmen" as a sexist term is ridiculous.
Consider for a moment the derogatory term
"fresh person" and its singular connotations
of an obnoxious (fresh) nature. If you are
truly worried about sexism, you would not
have placed your article in such close prox-
imity to the male-chauvinis- tic comic strip ad
jacent to it. Similarly, if you are truly worried
about sexism you would not be attacking of-
fensive linguistic terms, but playing a more
active role in abolishing its greater evils, such
as sexual harassment and job discrimination.
Centering our attention on verbal equality is
dousing the sparks while ignoring the fire.
Former Freshmen,
Mary K. White '90
Debbie Green '91
Chris Anrig '91
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Bush's Election Will Actually Prove Beneficial to Liberals
By Paul Singer
Watching election returns and drinking a
commiseration beer, it was easy to believe
that the fat lady had sung, the gig was up,
and all of my high hopes for American
Liberalism had rolled over and died some-
where between Ohio and Michigan. I called
home and asked if my euthanasia contract
could now go into effect, to prevent my fur-
ther useless suffering. I even considered op-
pressing a minority person, so I could for
once hold a "mainstream view."
But the morning brought another day,
America's death apparently planning to ar-
rive with a whimper not a bang, and I realiz-
ed that the liberal's battle had not ended, but
in fact just begun. George Bush is no Ronald
Reagan he is essentially wishy-wash- y and at
best a mediocre communicator. He enters the
presidency with a fuzzy agenda, a fuzzy man-
date, and, best of all, a fuzzy power base.
Thus if liberal issues are going to die it is only
because liberals think that losing the battle
on election eve means we've already lost the
war on social injustice.
As it happens, nothing could be further
from the truth. The Bush administration
doubtless carries some great dangers for
"liberal" democracy, but it may also carry
some great opportunities for present and
future liberal agendas.
The greatest danger that George Bush
presents to 'liberal" America is also the
source of the greatest opportunity that is,
Bush enters the White House with not half
the ideological power base of Ronald
Reagan. Bush's commitment to Right-to- -
Lifers is not sufficiently deep, his willingness
to be in touch with the Soviets is not sufficiently
proven, and his power as ideological
standard-beare- r is not sufficiently convincing
to give him the immediate love of the far
Right. Frankly, a lot of those folks, including
Bob Dole, were pushing for Jack Kemp.
This situation is one of great danger
because Bush may well find himself needing
to do something rash in order to convince
conservatives that he's their guy. Invading a
small Caribbean island would be perfect, but
something smaller, like disbanding the En-
vironmental Protection Agency, may do the
trick by reminding Republicans of the heady
days of the early 1980s.
A more frightening possibility is that Bush
may toss the Supreme Court to the Radical
Right. Arthur Schlesinger voiced this concern
Monday night, noting that Bush is not a
lawyer and may not much understand the
Court's importance. That three liberal
stalward justices are over 80 (Thurgood Mar-
shall, Harry Blackmun, and William Bren-na- n)
suggests that this could be a vein of con-
servative goodwill that Bush will try to mine
deeply.
If all else fails, liberals may take no little
comfort in knowing that Bush is going to
have his hands full coping with the huge
deficit Reagan has left him -h- opefully full
enough that he will need to make as many
friends in Congress as possible and that he
won't have time for mucking about with
much else. With any luck, the peak of our
economic troubles will coincide with our elec-
toral cycles so that Republicans can no longer
blithely claim "peace and prosperity" as their
primary campaign promise. It's been a farce
all along in a twisted sense we should
be grateful that a Republican has been chosen
to lie in the grave other Republicans dug for
him.
Whatever the future holds, it seems clear
that a Bush presidency holds far more prom-
ise for a liberal agenda than eight years of
Reagan Presidency did. As long as liberal in-
dividuals and organizations do not decide to
throw in the towel on January 21 just because
a Republican is taking office; as long as we
play on Bush's weaknesses to pull him closer
to our agenda; as long as we realize that we
are no longer dealing with a teflon President,
basking in the adoration of the drooling
masses, there is in fact great progress to be
made in paving the way for the Democratic
revolution of 1992.
A third danger of Bush's relative isolation
is that he will endeavour to recapture Reagan's
"peace through strength" rubric by pushing
increased defense speding, renewed Contra
aid, andor stiffer negotiation postures with
the Soviets. The first may economically
bankrupt the nation, the second would
morally bankrupt the nation and the third
would end any possibility of undoing the
other two.
However, Bush's lack of power base need
not lead us down such a wayward path. First
we must remember that Bush will be facing a
Congress more Democratic tan Reagan ever
faced. Such opposition in the face of his own
inconclusive support may well make Bush
more conciliatory than confrontational.
Secondly, Bush's inability to place the
Radical Right firmly in his pocket may imply
that he is more moderate than his campaign
made him out to be. If that is the case, then
there may definitely be ground for negotia-
tion with the left on such issues as Contra aid
and arms control. As long as "liberal"
America keeps pressure on Bush to be our
president, we may be able to bring him as far
left (even if it's only to the center) as possible.
While he may never be Mike Dukakis, with
any luck, we can keep him from being Ronald
Reagan.
Another element of Bush that should work
in favor of liberals and other good Americans
is that he has already made several tactical er-
rors which are likely to keep him on the
defensive for awhile. By promising never to
raise taxes or cut defense spending, Bush, in
true Reagan fashion, placed himself in the
position of being either stupid or a liar.
Either way, he is going to be in a bind when
budget time comes and he has bad promises
to live up to, forcing him to negotiate with
the Democratic Congress. By denying his role
in the IranContra scandal, Bush has opened
the door for the impending Oliver North trial
to re-rai- se some potentially embarrassing
questions for instance, "how could the
Vice-Preside- nt sit in on 17 meetings where
this program was discussed and still claim to
have known nothing about it?"
Bush's defensiveness on these issues will
make it imperative that he make friends
across the board. Again, a Democratically
controlled Congress may likely be able to ex-
tract concessions out of an embattled
presidency.
Election '88: Does Blame Lie With Public or Politicians?
By John Roman
The conclusion of the election presents a
perfect opportunity to examine the campaign
as an example of the faults of our political
system. In the minds of most Americans, this
campaign focused on political maneuvering,
negative tactics and "values", a vague discus-
sion of subjective views on an Utopian
America. Voter turnout was the lowest in six
decades due almost entirely to the bland im-
age presented by both candidates and the
lack of any coherent discussion on any issue
that had real significance. It would prob-al- y
be important to examine the issues
whose resolution will be imperative to the
countries future not only in the next four
years but in the years to come.
The environment is an issue that is ex-
ponentially growing in importance with each
passing day. It is accepted by scientists that
there exists a huge hole in the ozone layer
that will continue to expand subjecting all
citizens of the world to spiraling degrees of
radiation. Pollutants in the atmosphere are
causing the worlds temperature to rise,
melting polar ice caps, thus resulting in scien-
tists ability to begin to foresee the day when
huge tracts of the worlds land surface area
will be covered by water. These pollutants
also are deteriorating the quality of air we
breathe, further increasing the rate at which
we are susceptible to disease. Extinction of
public lands and the wildlife that resides
there, wholesale destruction of forestry here
and abroad (threatening the earth's supply of
oxygen), acid rain and water pollution (other
than Boston Harbor) all present dire prob-
lems that necessitate immediate discussion
and resolution. The real crime in the lack of
discussion of these issues lies in the fact that
there exist remedies for these dilemmas.
However, these remedies require restraint
and sacrifice among all populations, a very
unattractive and unpopular subject for our
candidates. The result of neglecting these
problems, as has been the case so far, will
have a consequence that is much more unat-
tractive.
Another issue treated with vague discus-
sion was the nation's budget deficit. Current-
ly this nation has a deficit in excess of a hun-
dred billion dollars a year. The total amount
owed by this nation approaches two trillion
dollars in 1988 and will continue to grow.
One balanced budget year will do nothing to
alleviate this problem. Further, the majority
of the members of both parties will agree that
the nation has a duty to help support the
elderly, the lame and the destitute. Addi-
tionally, the country has a duty to defend
itself, and at least to some degree its allies,
against foreign aggressors. Therefore, the
revenues needed to alleviate this colossal debt
must be raised through the citizenry. Sums of
this enormity cannot logically be produced
entirely through reductions in allocations but
must also come through increased revenues.
The subject of increasing taxes was never
realistically discussed; instead, it was a
critical aspect of the negative campaign tac-
tics. The nation must accept bipartisan
responsibility for the deficit and be pragmatic
and realistic in solving the problem. Our
grandchildren should not be saddled with this
responsibilty. But without immediate accep-
tance by both the populous and politicians
they won't even receive a prosperous nation
that will enable them to correct these prob-
lems.
Webster's dictionary defines "annihilate"
as "to reduce to utter ruin or non-existenc- e".
We now have the capability to annihilate the
world dozens of times. However, four and a
half decades of the existence of these in-
struments of extinction doesn't seem to have
been long enough to consider their
destruction. Our nation and the entire Earth
continues to exist with the daily threat of
nuclear devastation. Yet, we merely accept
this reality. The nuclear debate was barely
discussed in the campaign and was mostly us-
ed as an aspect of negative maneuvering. In-
stead of seeking ways to end the fatalistic
arms race, the candidates discussed who
could put the nation in a better position of
"strength" from which "to force" the Soviet
Union to disarm. It is naive to believe that
strength will force anything but a continued
spiraling of our capacity to destroy and be
destroyed. After all, both the United States
and the Soviet Union have been attempting
to do this very thing for forty years and, ob-vios- ly,
we have merely developed greater
abilities to extirpate. Similarly, moving the
race to space will only provide a new arena to
pour scarce resources into. As has already
been noted, our resources are stretched to
capacity. The last two generations saddled us
with the ominous responsibility of these
means. Don't we believe that it is in our own
best interest to avoid passing this onto the
next generation? Just because we have
become used to the terrifying threat of ins-
tant death doesn't mean that it should be
allowed to continue.
Other issues that need immediate attention
ar numerous. Third world debt has grown to
the point where not only are foreign nations
in danger of collapse but our own economy is
jeopardized. Trouble spots such as the
die East and Central America continue to re-
quire attention with the threat of dire results
if they are not. Drug abuse is not only
prevalent in this nation, it is overwhelmingly
detrimental to the entire nation socially and
economically. AIDS is just beginning to reap
the destruction that it portends.
Almost everyone will agree that not only
didn't these issues receive attention in accor-
dance with the dangers they present but that
the discussion didn't even reveal coherent
analysis. Why? Because the politicians didn't
believe that the solutions were attractive
enough to win votes.
Maybe that is the fault of our system.
Through two hundred years it is arguable
that issues haven't ever received enough at-
tention. An analysis of history would most
likely reveal that this isn't the case. I submit
that while it is shallow of the candidates to
avoid important issue in order to gain elec-
tion, it is also a tribute to their perceptive
abilities.
The fault of the pathetic nature of debate
during this election lies at the doorstep of the
American people. We are not willing to ac-
cept sacrifice, pragmatism or a good dose of
reality. The American people want to be
presented a cheery picture of the future. Ob-
viously, the future is extremely hazy. We
have arrived at a point where for the first
time in milleniums we exist in an environment
that is capable of destroying our societies and
exterminating our speces. However, not only
have we created this environment, we have
the capabilities to correct these dangers. We
cannot expect our candidates to present a
realistic, pragmatic view of the future until
we are willing to accept the gravity of our
situation. We have to accept a degree of
sacrifice and realism before we can begin to
deal with our problems. At that point
perhaps the Utopian visions of our can-
didates can become a reality.
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Shift to Conservative Center Favors Republican Party
By Kirk Emmert
After he brought Britain through the Se-
cond World War the British electorate repaid
Winston Churchill in 1945 by turning him out
of office. Upon hearing of his electoral
defeat Churchill observed, "This may be a
blessing in disguise. But if it is, it is very well
disguised." Understandably, most Dukakis
supporters must, like Churchill, find little
consolation in defeat even when they are told
of the intractable problems confronting the
victor. In politics there is no substitute for
victory, just ask George Bush or the Demo-
cratic Congressional leadership. But in
politics victories are often fragile, and long
range defeat can first appear in the guise of
an immediate victory. This is more likely to
be true in a Presidential than in a Congres-
sional election, and it seems to be more likely
in this than in recent Presidential elections.
Clearly, the new President and his party do
have some grounds for satisfaction with their
victory and optimism for the future. This was
a decisive victory for Mr. Bush who is the
first Vice President since Van Buren to be
elected President. Having won five out of six
of the last Presidential elections, the can-
didate of the Republican Party has become
the person to beat in Presidential elections,
all other things being equal. The Republicans
are presently the only party with a reliable
electoral base in presidential elections. And
there has been a decided shift in voter iden-
tification in the last decade toward the
Republican party. (In 1980 29 of voters
identified themselves as Republicans and
43 as Democrats, in 1988 34 as Republi-
cans and 377o as Democrats.)
To the disappointment of Republicans,
Ronald Reagan has not brought about a
realignment of American politics in the man-
ner of Jefferson, Lincoln or Franklin
Roosevelt; the Democrats continue to
dominate the Congress, and more voters con-
tinue to identify with the Democratic than
the Republican Party. Given the declining
party commitment of voters it is very unlikely
that a President of either party could realign
American politics in the classic manner. But
within these limits, during Ronald Reagan's
Presidency there has been a substantial
realignment of American politics at the
Presidential level and at the level of political
opinion. It is no longer an electoral advan-
tage, as we have seen in this election, to be
known as a liberal.
This does not mean that a majority of the
electorate has, or is about to embrace Reagan
conservatism. The typical voter takes a con
siderably less conservative view of specific
issues than does President Reagan. Many of
those who describe themselves as conser-
vatives are at the same time "operational
liberals" embracing, for instance, expanded
Federal Government spending and interven-
tion for education, health and the environ-
ment. Still, there has been during the last
eight years a decided shift in the center of
political opinion away from the left and
toward the moderate to moderately conser-
vative center.
It has been the good fortune of the Repub-
lican party that, at least at the Presidential
level, the Democratic Party has been reluc-
tant to discern and adapt to this change. This
reluctance was evident during the recent cam-
paign in Mr. Dukakis's failure to spell out a
convincing, centrist position on foreign
policy; to respond convincingly to the so-call- ed
"values" issue, including particularly
symbolic nationalism and traditional family
and communal values; and to provide a
broader, neo-liber- al rationale for specific
proposals to expand governmental assistance
in such areas as health, education and child
care. The reasons for this failure of
Democratic liberalism to adapt to a changed
electoral environment include the parochial
outlook and tactical mistakes of the Dukakis
campaign, the personal shortcomings of Mr.
Dukakis as a candidate, and the natural
reluctance of well-meanin- g, committed ac-
tivists to change their views.
The basic reason why the Democrats put
forward candidates in 1972, 1984, 1988, and
to some extent 1980, who were ideologically
vulnerable to the Republican's charge that
they were out of touch with the values and
political outlook of the crucial, middle-clas- s,
swing voter lies in the current way we select
Presidential candidates. The present
nominating system favors the more extreme
candidates in both parties and tends to impel
those who initially are moderate to adopt
more extreme positions in the course of try-
ing to get the nomination. With the shift of
the center of political opinion in a more con-
servative direction the Democrats have been
more disadvantaged than the Republicans by
the present nominating system's tendency to
shun moderates. (Ironically, the Democrats,
not the Republicans, initiated the present
open, candidate-centere- d nominating
system.)
The popularity of Senator Bentsen in the
recent election suggests that the Republicans
and Mr. Bush probably would have been
- defeated had the Democrats nominated a
moderate Democrat. But Democrats like
Senator Bentsen have very little chance of be
ing nominated for President under the pre-
sent system of selecting candidates, as he
knows from personal experience. And we
should not forget that Senator Bentsen was
not the most electorally attractive moderate
Democrat the Democrats might have
nominated. Moreover, the field of electorally
strong, moderate Democratic candidates will
be larger in 1992. The first sense, then, in
which Mr. Bush's victory is vulnerable is that
its recurrence depends to some considerable
extent on the Democrat's continuing to shoot
themselves in the foot by failing to nominate
their most electable candidates.
We have seen the impact of political opi-
nion, or what some might call ideological
labeling, in this election, but voters are not,
of course, moved simply by ideas: they also
expect performance. One consequence of the
decline in partisan commitment is that
Presidential elections increasingly tend to
turn on judgments of the candidates past or,
in the case of non-incumben- ts, likely future
performance in office. (This focus on perfor-
mance is another reason why it is increasingly
difficult to speak of realigning elections.
Realignment suggests a permanence which
seems incompatible with a focus on perfor-
mance.)
Mr. Bush's election theme of continuity
referred not just to the continuation of a
basically conservative direction but, more im-
portantly for most voters, to a continuation
of peace and prosperity. His reelection as
well as his popularity in office will depend
significantly on his capacity to deal suc-
cessfully with these two issues, and par-
ticularly with the one which seems more im-
mediately threatened, prosperity. Whatever
may be the ultimate economic truth, public
opinion and those whose views influence
markets both here and abroad agree that
substantial reduction of the budget deficit is
essential to the continuation of American
prosperity.
But President Bush will confront major,
perhaps insurmountable obstacles in trying to
avoid a recession while substantially reducing
the deficit. He will be in a decidedly less ad-
vantageous position to deal with economic
issues in January 1989 than President Reagan
was in January 1981. Unlike Mr. Reagan he
will be confined by the economic legacy of a
fellow Republican rather than the failed ef-
forts of his opponent. He will confront a
Democratic not a Republican Senate and a
Democratic Congressional leadership em-
boldened by victory rather than demoralized
by defeat (The Republicans gained 33 House
and 12 Senate seats in 1980. They lost one
Senate and probably 5 House seats this year.)
Unlike Mr. Reagan, Mr. Bush will have to
deal with a House in which the relations of
the Democrats and the Republicans have
reached a new low, a somewhat disgruntled
Republican leadership critical of their Presi-
dent's failure to help elect more Republicans
to Congress, and a conservative movement
skeptical of the conservative credentials of
their new President and ready to attack him
upon his first move away from conservative
economic policies.
While Mr. Bush did not, as some critics
have charged, run an issueless campaign, his
advocacy of a "flexible freeze" and of no tax
increases do not form an adequate basis for
dealing with the budget deficit. In fact, as
many critics have pointed out, his inflexible
commitment to no tax increases along with
his campaign commitments to additional
spending on domestic programs seem to
preclude any significant reduction of the
deficit. Nor is the Democratic leadership in
the Congress going to help out President
Bush by proposing a compromise which
seeks to reduce the budget by raising taxes.
They would, no doubt, be receptive to a
Presidential initiative to raise taxes, but such
an initiative would destroy Mr. Bush's
credibility.
Yet a failure to deal with the deficit will
also undermine his credibility and probably
preclude progress with the Congress on other
issues. In the face of stalemate between the
President and the Congress, the Graham-Rudma- n
Law will mandate between $30 and
$40 of across-the-boar- d budget cuts, one-ha- lf
from defense and the other one-ha- lf from
non-entitleme- nt domestic programs. It seems
likely that such a significant cut in the
defense budget would be seen as a major
defeat for the new President.
Like his predecessor, Ronald Reagan, Mr.
Bush has benefited from the tendency of his
opponents and of more neutral observers to
underestimate him. Perhaps he will be able to
find an economically and politically sound
resolution of the budget deficit by drawing
on his considerable political skills, his flex-
ibility, and his seeming capacity, with one
well-know- n exception, to find knowledgeable
and astute assistants. But for the present the
outlines of a budget solution are not visible
while the dire consequences both for his
presidency and for Republican dominance of
Presidential politics, seem evident. To turn
his immediate victory into an enduring
triumph, to show that it was a genuine vic-
tory and not a disguised defeat, President
Bush will have to display hitherto unexampl-
ed leadership.
Cry for Leadership, Not the Lesser of Two Nebulous Evils
By Nancy Faris
When Tuesday, Nov. 8 finally arrived and
it was time for me to exercise my privilege to
vote, all I could think of were the prophetic
words of Bloom County's Opus: "Wimp or
Shrimp?" We deserved a better choice. Both
Bush and Dukakis are, at best, mediocre.
Neither has any real vision for America,
neither is capable of solving conflicts, and
neither is dynamic enough to be an effective
leader of this country.
Currently America is in need of direction.
Problems are expanding, and now we are fac-
ed with issues that quicken the heart. Local-
ly, this nation is on the verge of a moral
revolution; globally, worldly relationships
are growing complicated and vast. So why,
when we are in need of changes, are we
Perpetuating mediocrity in our presidential
candidates? Through this election we have
encouraged our political representatives to be
weak. We have encouraged them not to com- - j
mit, not to take stands, not to act. Instead we 1
ask them to be nebulous. To be undefined is
to be closer to the oval office.
The Republican and Democratic Parties
should serve as effective channels whereby
the people of this nation can create a govern-
ment based on their shared ideals and at-
titudes. Yet, the goal of the two Parties this
year was to present a ticket that would be
judged as the lesser of two evils. Not to create
a representative-du- o to serve as a strong
reservoir of communication for the people of
this nation. Once George Bush and Michael
Dukakis were chosen as the Republican and
Democratic nominees, they proceeded to
scare us even further by choosing as their
running mates Senator Dan Quayle and .
Senator Lloyd Bentsen. When we need firm
leaders they choose a young inexperienced
senator from Indiana with too inadequate of
a record to substantiate himself, and a con-
servative senator from Texas who contradicts
his running-mat- e on every crucial issue.
This year the Democratic party chose to
learn from the mistakes of the '72 McGovern
campaign, and refused to let Dukakis appear
leftist. Dukakis had to remain in the
"mainstream" so he wouldn't lose votes. To
counteract Dukakis' liberal tendencies, the
vice-president- ial candidate was a conser-
vative. This left us with a democratic vice-president- ial
nominee that upheld the at-
titudes of the republican presidential
nominee. Both Bush and Bentsen advocate
continued aid for the Contras, Dukakis op-
poses it. Both Bush and Bentsen support Star
Wars and the death penalty, Dukakis op
poses both. Dukakis is in favor of federal
funding for abortions, Bush and Bentsen are
opposed. In an effort to keep Bush from be-
ing able to call Dukakis a liberal, the
Democratic Party sacrificed all logic. Bentsen
served no purpose on the ticket except to
make Dukakis less definable to the American
public.
The essence of the campaign and of both
the presidential debates this year was mud-slingin- g.
Bush and Dukakis directed their
energies towards making the other one look
worse, and not towards presenting an ac-
curate description of their inividual stands on
crucial issues. Consequently many important
issues were ignored, and others overshadow-
ed by the floundering words of Michael
Dukakis: "I am not a liberal!"
Knowing that Dukakis is not the "L-wor- d",
see EVILS page seven
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Jesse Jackson and the Continuing Struggle for Democracy
By Vernon James Schubel
In the spring of 1987 my wife and I were
organizers for the Jesse Jackson campaign in
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan. This was one of the
most rewarding experiences of our lives. We
had both been involved in political organiz-
ing in the past particularly in the grass roots
movement for justice in South Africa and
Central America. When we became aware
that there was no organized Jackson cam-
paign in our precinct or county we put up
posters calling for a meeting of persons in-
terested in working for Jackson's candidacy,
contacted local student groups at Central
Michigan University and other community
groups in our area. To our great surprise and
delight some 60 or 70 people showed up.
Together we canvassed, ran phone banks,
and staffed polling places. To our greater
surprise we won in both the precinct and the
county. That evening, as people gathered at
our house to watch the returns, the conven-
tional wisdom proved itself wrong. Early in
the evening many of the national networks
declared Dukakis the winner in Michigan and
congratulated him on his victory. By the end
of the evening Jackson had solidly won in
Michigan. Jackson won not only on the
strength of his black constituency. There was
in Michigan a true Rainbow Coalition. That
our county a county with less than 2Io
black population could win for Jackson is
testimony to the power of the message of the
Jackson campaign.
If one word sums up the Jackson campaign
it is "democracy." The Jackson campaign has
a commitment to democracy that is surpris-
ing in American politics. For the Jackson
campaign democracy, real democracy, allows
the people to have their voices heard. Unlike
the Dukakis campaign (and I voted for
Dukakis, by the way) which was organized
from the top down in an extremely hierar-
chical fashion the Jackson campaign was
organized from the base up. Campaign
strategies were made by local organizations
and when national representatives came they
listened to and worked with those of us on
the local level. In my opinion one of the
failures of the Dukakis campaign was that it
attempted to function like a corporation. It
ignored the value of its grassroots workers.
Jackson understands that real democracy
depends upon the creation of an organized
constituency of participant activists who will
continue to work for their issues between
elections. If a local campaign consists solely
of operatives carrying out orders from a na-
tional office little is accomplished towards
building that constituency. In the wake of a
defeat at the ballot box such a campaign wins
nothing.
For the Jackson campaign, democracy
means enlarging the level of participation in
the political process. For example, in our
local race in Michigan we were able to
register many members of the local Native
American community on the nearby Chip-
pewa reservation who had been effectively
disenfranchised by the "mainstream" political
institutions of the county. These institutions
saw no reason to actively include Native
Americans. This act of voter registration re-
mains even though the campaign has ended.
In all of the talk about values in the last
election democracy as a value seemed to get
lost. George Bush, who values flag salutes
and school prayer, refused to allow the elec-
torate to question him on his campaign stops.
On more than one occasion dissenters were
arrested at Bush rallies. Dukakis did better
on this score particularly at the end with his
Town Meetings. The Jackson campaign was
a campaign for democracy in the truest sense
of the word. It called for the end to U.S. sup-
port for apartheid, an end to illegal covert
wars in Central America, a firm commitment
to the Civil Rights Restorating Act and the
Voting Rights Act, equal rights for women,
and the development of a system that allows
for a true realization of equal opportunity.
Jackson's campaign called for our society to
make a commitment to alleviate poverty and
homelessness as a priority. These are values
that many of us believe are essential to
America. Unfortunately, for some Ameri-
cans the notion of values has been reduced to
nationalism, support for the death penalty,
and anti-communis- m. Commitment to free-
dom seems to mean a commitment to free
markets and free enterprise even at the ex-
pense of free speech, free press, and free
trade unions. George Bush and the Republi-
cans have apparently come to power on these
issues. Dukakis tried to avoid a vigorous and
direct appeal to democratic values until the
end of his campaign. By then it was too late.
The Jackson campaign had more respect for
the American people. Jackson believes that
the American people are ready to hear a
message of democracy and act upon it.
In all of this I have not really mentioned
what for many people is the central factor of
Jackson's campaign that he is a Black
American. I supported Jackson because of
his stand on the issues and his commitment to
democracy and justice. This cannot be totally
divorced from his personal history. Jackson
is a Black man. He grew up understanding
that some people in this country have been
denied full participation either by legal or
economic restrictions or both. As a Black
American Jackson understands the nature of
oppression as a result of race and from there
has developed an understanding of the nature
of oppression on the basis of class, gender.
and sexual orientation. He knows as all
Americans should that the American Revo-
lution did not bring "liberty and justice for
all", but forsome. For Jackson and the Rain-
bow Coalition there is a recognition that
"liberty and justice for all" is yet to be, and
that the arc of history that moves towards
that goal emerges from the people. There are
a thousand points of light out there. There
are the lights of those who struggled and died
in the movement for free trade unions in this
country. Of the civil rights workers who died
in the struggle for voting rights. Of those who
struggled or women's suffrage. Of the hun-
dreds of churches throughout this country
who house sanctuary familes. Like Mike Du-
kakis, Jesse Jackson believes that the best
America is yet to come. Unlike Dukakis he
knows that it will not be built by the wealthy
elites of the Democratic party alone but by
the sweat and labor of local organizers who
include electoral politics as a part, but not all,
of their democratic strategy and responsibilit-
y-
As this is a college an institution of learn-
ing I suggest two things. One is to read
about the Jackson campaign and come to a
reasoned decision about Jackson's role in the
process. Jackson is going to be on the
political scene for quite some time and it pays
to be educated. I suggest two excellent and
scholalry sound books. One is Beyond Op-
portunity: Jesse Jackson's Vision for Amer-
ica by Roger D. Hatch, a scholarly (but sym-
pathetic) analysis of Jackson's political
worldview. The second is Straight from the
Heart, an edited volume of Jackson's
speeches. Finally, I urge you to get involved
in issues of social justice. Some say that after
November 8 it is mourning in America; the
message of Jesse Jackson is "Don't Mourn,
Organize!"
Easy Solutions Won't Adequately Solve Economic Mire
By Carl Brehm
A President Bush administration will ap-
parently continue a presidency skeptical of
the ability of government to solve economic
and social problems. A continuing Democrat
congress regards government as an important
instrument for solving economic and social
problems. Clearly, there will be
Economic policy in the next four years will
revolve about the size of the annual federal
budget deficit. When the United States dollar
was widely accepted by foreign central banks
as a reserve currency, budget deficits in the
United States were of little consequence. To-
day wide spread economic progress has
created other equally strong economies that
provide a haven for investments. The
economic successes in Western Europe,
Japan, and the NIC's (new industrial coun-
tries) were helped in part by the free trade
economic policies of the United States, and
by the timely provision of aid funds during
the 1950's and 60's. In this new economic en-
vironment our annual deficits can be sold to
foreigners as well as to United States citizens.
Foreign citizens have purchased an increas-
ing portion of our annual deficit since the
Carter administration. Increased offerings of
government bonds drove down the price of
bonds (that's supply and demand working)
and the interest rate increased. The interest
rate, adjusted for inflation, is about twice its
historic level. High United States interest
rates sucked funds into the country as
foreigners bought U.S. bonds, real estate,
factories, and companies in this country.
Foreigners also provided us short-ter- m finan-
cing so that we could buy foreign goods on
credit.
Foreigners bid more and more units of
their currency to buy dollars to spend on
United States assets. In turn people in this
country could buy more units of foreign cur-
rencies, and hence, found many bargains in
consumer and industrial goods in foreign
countries. Given the overvalued dollar which
followed, United States citizens found a fire
sale in foreign countries. Foreigners financed
our trade deficit by providing credit to buy
their goods as well as part of our budget
deficit.
The willingness of foreigners to lend us
funds allowed the people of the United States
to have a party. We could have more defense,
more medical care, more housing, more con-
sumer goods in those houses, more educa-
tion, more all-terra- in vehicles, more food and
drink than we could otherwise have had, had
it not been for their willingness to lend us
funds. Call in Campus Security! The party's
over.
In the first six months of this year
foreigners reduced the rate at which they pur-
chased assets in the United States. They are
not the happy, friendly lenders we dealt with
five years ago. United States consumption
spending has to be reduced, federal deficits
curtailed. That means less of all that we had
more of last year.
The Bush presidency and the Democratic
congress have some choices to make. They
can deal with the problem by raising taxes or
cut spending to the tune of $100 billion
dollars over the next three years. Or they can
provide a combined package of spending cuts
and tax increases. Since social security,
medicare, federal employees pensions, and
veterans benefits claim increasing shares of
the budget just under 50 significant
cuts can only come here. There are not big
bucks to be found in any part of the rest of
the budget.
Taxes ought to be raised, but not just on
the "rich." Again big bucks in tax revenue
come from families like those who send their
children to colleges like Kenyon and Ohio
State. The middle income family has to be
the main source of new tax revenue. An in-
crease in tax rates could be minimized by tak-
ing away the goodies left after the last tax
reform for the middle class. For instance the
interest deduction on vacation homes or even
for the first home. Or how about disallowing
deductions for charitable contributions to
non-prof- it institutions that benefit the mid-
dle class, e.g. public and private liberal arts
colleges and universities. Whatever govern-
ment programs are to continue to receive
funding, their funding should be provided by
the middle income tax payer, since most
government spending programs benefit the
middle income family.
The United States economy will have to
squeeze out its excesses, although not on as
great a scale as we have asked of the third
world debtor countries.' The pain of the ad-
justment will solve many of our other
economic and social problems.
Lower real interest rates and a more
realistic international value of the dollar
saves jobs and bring about a more com-
petitive economy. The re-equipm- ent of in-
dustry, investment in housing and the en-
vironment becomes more attractive to in-
vestors. The gains in economic and social
welfare will reach more of our people if we
avoid the temptation to introduce new regu-
lations which inevitably favor one group in
our society over another.
The danger is that the president and con-
gress will take the politically easier path of
enacting regulations to protect particular
groups such as organized labor, organized
business groups such as the textile, auto and
steel industries, farmers, or college ad-
ministrators. Reregulation of transportation
or the financial markets will protect en-
trenched groups in those industries at the ex-
pense of the rest of society. Legislation that
protects declining industries hurts all of us by
reducing jobs and the output of goods and
services. There is no free lunch.
If the easy path is chosen, it will lead in the
direction of low economic growth. That will
mean a smaller increase in new jobs in the
future and more economic problems for the
post-Bus- h administration.
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Reflections on Involvement with the Dukakis Campaign
By John Loud
Boston Atlanta Dubuque Minneapo-lis-S- t.
Paul Tallahassee Kansas City-- La
Crosse Indianapolis Chicago San
Francisco Boston Atlanta Columbus
GAMBIER .
It was a long trail. Many, hours, many days
and many months of endless work with little
or no sleep. Fourteen, sixteen, eighteen hour
work days. All of this effort, all of those fre-
quent flier miles and all of that money, in
preparation for one day, Nov. 8.
It was an 18-mon- th commitment. When
Mike Dukakis talked about the marathon to
the White House and his commitment to run- -
Seniors
continued from page eleven
Mike Arbour
Mike Arbour: There is much more to Mike
Arbour than what any press guide on the
Lords could ever mention. A recent interview
revealed interesting tidbits.
Are you the fattest DB in the NCAC?
"No -I- 'm similar to David Fulcher; I'm the
largest DB." Ryan Wilde said something
about tying up jerseys in your honor last
Saturday (for Arbour's "gut"). "The jersey
tie-u- p was merely to show off our washboard
stomachs."
While Paul Becker and Tom Longo begged
to differ, I asked Arbour about his California
trip this summer and his dedication to condit-
ioning. "I had workout sessions on the
beach. I was up at 5:30 a.m. running on the
beach."
Has his sex life affected his game? "I hope
so," he answered. But has his football af-
fected his sex life? "No, I try to keep various
aspects of my life separate. It's like liquor
and beer, you just don't mix 'em."
The last, pressing question was on his
status as an Ail-Americ- an. "I have an outside
shot. It's either me or Will "I'm a rockI'm an
island" Wilson.
Ed Beemiller
Ed Beemiller: Ed Beemiller has every right
to be satisfied with his season. Named to the
NCAC first-tea- m, he ended the year with 57
receptions for 703 yards, with 8 touchdowns.
"I set goals for myself and I attained them,"
remarked Beemiller.
It was different to hear him speak of
himself, instead of the team, for a change.
"In the past few years, we didn't have the will
to win after being down." He cited a con-
fidence in other players, especially the
defense. "The last three games they played
great, and we knew the defense would stop
them late in the game. This new confidence
stems "from his Coach Kindbom's philos-
ophy."
On Dahlquist: "A dominating factor in the
game. It was like a rollercoaster. If he was
up, then we were up. If he was down, then we
had some problems."
Scott Hinckley
Scott Hinckley: Eric Dahlquist and Pete
Murphy described Hinckley in this manner:
"Blood running down his face, blood and
sweat coming out of his mouth. You can hear
him in the huddle saying,- - 'Gotta get the
diesel.' Hell even make diesel noises."
"Yeah, that's the way it goes," said the in-
tense fullback.
How intense? Murphy and him have
fought each other in practice ... all the time!
It's to the point where Murph said, "We're
getting pretty good at it."
"Me and Murph are good friends . . . we're
two hotheads." It became so routine that
when they hadn't fought for a while, "Coach
ning that Marathon, I never realized that the
staff had to try to keep up with him. I'm out
of shape, yet not as bad as when we started
the race in May 1987. He also said that in this
marathon there would be some good days
and some not so good days, and he was right.
In the primaries, we had endless good days as
we celebrated victory night after victory
night, state after state. But yet, there were
also some not so good days, the Dukakis-Bide- n
incident, the Michigan loss and the
South Dakota loss. Then there were times
like the California victory night and the Na-
tional Democratic Convention. Those events
were indescribable.
In the general election things got tougher.
Kindbom asked me if I was having problems,
if I was all right."
How does the drama major, who has ad-
mitted to becoming more mellow off the
field, compare acting on stage to playing at
McBride Field?: "Both are expressions of the
self. There's a sense of accomplishment for
the entire team. The applause is for all the ac-
tors, not just one. And being a fullback,
you're right in the heart of the offense." His
performance this season drew rave reviews
and was certainly no acting job.
Talal Al-Sowa- yel
Talal Al-Soway- el: "T-Bon- e", an avid
Spiderman and Elvis fan (no, he didn't leave
two tickets for Elvis at the 1st homegame),
literally chose the school he felt was best for
him. "It was the summer before my freshman
year and my mom thought I was responsible
enough to care for the home during her trip
to Europe. It was August," recounts Talal.
"I was alrelady accepted to Tufts; my mom
wanted me to go there. Everyone else in my
family went to school in the Boston area. She
left a large bank account, the bills can be
pretty large, in case something went wrong.
Coach Kindbom was calling and asking,
'Where are you going to go?' I really liked
Kenyon, and I knew I didn't like Tufts." (He
visited Tufts, but had never visited Kenyon!)
"It was right around August 16, the begin-
ning of practice, and I took out one of her
checks and signed it to Kenyon. I showed up
at Kenyon."
He left a note that went something like: "I
know this is going to startle you ... I want to
go to Kenyon. Kenyon's a good school." His
mother insisted he leave Kenyon, and Talal
refused. In order to stay here, he had to get a
scholarship. He has secured that, and things
have cooled with his mom since that one day
in August.
Eric and Pete
Eric DahlquistPeter Murphy: So much
has been said about these two captains that it
doesn't seem fair to heap similar platitudes
upon them that have been given the other
seniors. Each and every week, this reporter
has gone to them for the offensive and defen-
sive analyzations. A mentioning of their ac-
complishments should do just fine. Eric
Dahlquist threw for 6,389 yards at Kenyon.
He's hit for 34 touchdowns, while completing
50 percent of his passes. Murphy, in 37 career
games (Dahlquist played in 39), he amassed
341 solo tackles, 17 assists, for a total of 558.
For these accomplishments, which included
outstanding senior years, both were only
placed on the NCAC second-tea- m.
"It's all politics," said Rob Medonis. Dahl-
quist and Murphy handled the injustice well,
both enjoying the success that the Lords had
in the conference. .
In fact, all these seniors spoke of faith and
Endless days of fighting off the polls and the
frustrations of area Democrats. Yet, it was
amazing to see the hundreds of people that
would pour into our office each day begging
to help.
All this for one day, Nov. 8. And what a
day it was. Sure I'll never forget that evening
as the returns came in, but there are other
events of the past 18 months that will stand
out in my mind. Speaking to all of those
labor groups, senior citizens, students,
Democratic clubs, Greeks and teachers. I'll
never forget all the times I met Dukakis and
his family, especially the time I met with
Dukakis for over 30 minutes on Easter Sun-
day to discuss the 18 county regions I was
Evils
Continued from page five
and that Bush lost a child to lukemia
(Dukakis lost a child too!), does not answer
the questions about our withering environ-
ment and our potentially catastrophic
economic state. Knowing that Bush believes
that 'The Pledge of Allegiance' should be
recited in public schools doesn't provide solu-
tions to the green-hous- e effect we are cur-
rently experiencing. It doesn't explain the ex-
cess carbon dioxide in our atmosphere that is
increasing due to continued deforestation
and the waste that large industries pump into
the air. It doesn't respond to the one degree
fahrenheit temperature increase that has oc-
curred over the past year-and-a-ha- lf, or the
seven degrees that the temperature is ex-
pected to rise in the next 50 years. By the year
2050 the water level of the ocean is predicted
to rise 4 ft., because of the melting of the
polar ice caps. This will result in the eventual
flooding of all coastal cities. The drought this
summer caused 75,000 acres of land in
Yellowstone Park to go up in flames. Acid
Rain is killing off the Redwood trees in the
Black Forest of Germany. The ozone layer is
diminishing due to the release of industrial
gases into the atmosphere. As a result radia-
tion levels are increasing rapidly. Most of the
local reservoirs throughout the states are con-
taminated, and we all know what has hap-
pened to Boston Harbor. All this is going
wrong in our environment yet, the environ-
ment was not even discussed as a campaign
issue.
Likewise the economy was ignored as an
issue. Currently we are experiencing the lowest
level of economic growth since the 1930's.
There has been a marked shift in the
economic and financial power from the U.S.
and Western Europe, to Japan and its
neighboring Southeast Asian countries. We
are still recovering from the stock market
crash of Oct. '87. We have huge foreign trade
deficits, unprecedented for any other coun- -
confidence. "The team did this" and "the
team did that" is mostly what I heard. In each
case, I had to force them so speak of their in-
dividual feats and accomplishments. To
togetherness of the group of players here at
Kenyon was uncanny. There were ups
(beating Case and Denison, finishing second
in the NCAC) and downs (losing to Ohio
Wesleyan, being down to Allegheny 30-2- 8
with a quarter to play). But through all that,
there was a spirit amongst all the players that
they were always in the game, that, in the
words of Rob Medonis: "We never gave up,
and we stayed together."
"Bottom line is that the Lords will have an
easier time of it as the year moves along, so
Saturday afternoons in Gambier will be ex-
citing at McBride Field. "-- Chris Munster,
The Collegian, Sept. 15, 1988.
coordinating. In Indiana when I met with the
state director and Dukakis to discuss my
region there. I'll also never forget visiting a
farm in Wisconsin and I ended up helping the
family deliver a calf. In Ohio last year when I
broke Dukakis' garment bag; the handle fell
off, I don't know how. The Dukakis head-
quarters called me for a week because they
wanted to sew the handle back on.
The people, the places, the events, the
hours, it was all so amazing. I'd do every bit
of it again, even knowing the outcome. To
think, just a week ago so much was happen-
ing. Now it's back to being a student. I said it
would be like an overnight shutdown of a
factory and that's what it was.
try. And a notorious federal budget deficit
that exceeds one hundred billion dollars a
year. Senator William Proxmire of Wiscon-
sin (D) saw the possibility of a recession as
being so great that he said, "You will not get
one in a hundred to admit it, but the best
thing that could happen to the Democrats
might be for them to lose the next presiden-
tial election." With the economy as unstable
as it is now the American people deserved to
have the candidates confront the issue, so
that we might be able to elect a candidate that
could bring us out of the economic hole we
have dug ourselves.
In shirking the major issues, Bush and
Dukakis presented themselves as mere figure
heads. It was image that was concentrated on
this election. By electing the candidate that
was merely the lesser of two evils we lost a
chance at building an effective government
and instead only succeeded in producing a
president with a likeable personality. Bush's
personality is not going to be enough to lead
this country, we will have to rely on congress
to do that, and hope that Bush doesn't get in
the way too much. As it stands now Bush is
but a figure to loom in the White House, as a
ruler he resembles a Monarch more than the
President of a nation founded on democracy.
From a campaign run on negative press
and intangibility, we were supposed to cast
an educated ballot. We were supposed to
choose who would be best to represent this
nation worldwide, knowing more about the
size platform that Michael Dukakis stands on
for debates and the color tie that Bush looks
best in than about either of their positions on
any major issue. A vote should say "yes".
"Yes" to the candidate it was given to and,
"yes" to the policies the candidate supports. I
couldn't go into the voting booth this year
and do that. I could only sit back and ask
myself, "what's it going to be? Wimp or
shrimp?"
Basketball
Continued from page ten
Ladies find themselves looking toward the
continued development of underclassmen
varsity players, the new class of freshmen,
and the leadership of captain and 1988 MVP,
Heather Spencer.
Other promising players include juniors
Leslie Douglas (post) -- who will be called
upon to score both inside and on the
perimeter -- and Nancy Rochat (forward)
whose offensive and defensive consistency
will be counted on and sophomore Shelley
Webb (guard) -- who gained valuable ex-
perience as a freshman will take on a bigger
role as either point guard or shooting guard.
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'Carnival' Atmosphere Outshines Food at The Pirate's Cove
Self-describ- ed Cove Rats just can't get Cove is also known for its scoping potential a shell of dough on the outside; inside areThis is the first of five articles commenting on
Kenyon's restaurants. enough of the place. What it lacks in by both sexes. Be prepared to make eye con- - pizza toppings -f- antastic! The Cove is no
By Greg Aharonian
Of course you've heard of it. It's The Cove.
Capital T, capital C. The Cove has become
so ingrained into Kenyon nightlife that it's
basically a verb: "Let's go Coving."
But what is it about The Cove that makes it
so appealing? Is it the atmosphere that you
can see (and smell the next morning)? It is the
fact that it's almost always fun to be there,
even when you have a major Psych test the
next day? Isn't it just because it's The Cove?
By Brigitte Kerpsack
Young, excited, and driven are the words
to describe Kenyon's new assistant basketball
coach, Eric Piscopo. Under first-ye- ar coach
Billum Brown,uiuvtu, heiic seemsc them perfectjjciicli mannmii toiu fillJin
decorum and air circulation, it makes up in
its appeal: it's a good-tim- e, party-dow- n bar.
Along the walls are film and TV actor's pic-
tures and autographs. The jukebox is always
playing rock sometimes endless Bobby
McFerrin and it is blaring, too. The conver
sation is even louder. Quarters games are
common. People are milling about every-
where, like Peirce's lunch line with the
lights out.
Sounds like a carnival atmosphere, right?
Sometimes it's more like a meat market: The
Piscopo: An Addition to Basketball
to continue in the family tradition with a
career in coaching.
Led to Kenyon by the opportunity to gain
valuable experience, he cherishes his on the
nuuifloor roleiuic andu them chancen to10 beo a valuablei oi in- -m-th at
essential supporting role so crucial in the put in the development of an up and coming
development of a new program. Fresh from a
graduate assistant coaching role at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee and four years of ball at
LeMoyne College, Pisopo's love for the game
is supported by his intense basketball
background. His father, a respected basket-
ball coach, is still a big influence, as he hopes
program. Many other young men might be
scared away by the thought of life in rural
Ohio, yet for Piscopo this is but a greater op-
portunity for him to throw himself intensely
into his commitment to a team of "hard nos-
ed kids that give one hundred percent all of
the time."
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tact through the haze and arrive early to get a
seat against the wall.
Of course, doing all that drooling makes
you hungry, thank God they serve food
there.
And what food. Their pizza is thin, crisp
crust; no need for extra cheese, and wash
down the grease with a beer. Though I've
never tried it, I've heard many good com-
ments about their taco pizza. I'm kinda par-
tial to their coragolis (without sauce), which
are like taking a pizza and folding it over. It's
open for lunch, yet another reason (do you
need one?) to ditch the down-grade- d ARA.
The price is within a student's budget.
On the other side of the wall where Bartles
& Jaymes used to greet you, there is a small
game room, tables, and a cigarette machine.
It's also where you can place orders for
delivery, or just call pbx 5604. Their drivers
deliver until 2 a.m., so remember to stay on
the sidewalks walking home. And, uh, put
your clothes somewhere where you can't
smell the Ode du Cove the next day.
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ACROSS
1 MASH character
6 rii ndu title
11 Ended up as
12 Word wi th scout or
show
14 Pertaining to heat
15 Tendency to keep
movi ng
17 Vigilant
18 Vexes
20 Custard ingredient
21 Design
22 "Ten a Dance"
23 Family
24 Goddess of dawn
25 milk
26 Revolves and buzzes
27 A fatty acid
29 Heats
30 Richard Nixon' s
downfal 1
32 Spill the
34 In the middle
38 Deserve
39 Curves
40 Bui 1 ring cheer
41 Prepare to publ i sh
42 Methods
43 Weaving apparatus
44 Than: Ger.
45 Attack from all
sides
46 Adagio or al legro
47 Torn, ragged
clothes
49 Literary devices
51 Optical il lusion
52 Trucked
53 Concerns
54 Wi Id animal track
DOWN
1 Phonograph recording
2 Tree seed
3 Move suddenly
4 " Blue?"
5 Make anew
6 Circus poles
7 Ebbs
8 Malt brews
9 Mai de
10 Meantime
11 box
13 Princeton's footbal 1
team
WKCO's Top Ten PROGRESSIVE
Play list for the Collegian 1117
1. R.E.M. -"- Orange Crush"-Gre- en
2. Julian Cope "Charlotte Anne"
My Nation Underground
3. B.A.D.-'M- ust Play Music"-Tigh- ten
Up Vol. 88
4. Ladysmith Black Mambazo
"Mercy of God" Journey of Dreams
5. That Petrol Emotion "Tension"
End of the Millenium Psychosis
Blues
14 Cod and May
16 "Rock of "
19 Mediate
22 Chesterfields
23 Babe Ruth's
number
25 One of our
presidents
26 Electrical units
28 Anticipate
29 Items for a
magician
31 Col lege subject
32 Wild uproar
33 Controversial
35 More spacious
36 Ran off to Gretna
Green
37 Public exhibitions,
for short
38 Gist
39 Foremen
42 Amalgamate;
43 Slow, in music
45 Decl ining market
46 Spanish bull
48 Syllable in
music
50 Converse
6. Jane's Addition -- "Up the Beach"
Nothing's Shocking
7. Let's Active -"- Every Dog Has His
Day" -- Every Dog Has His Day
8. V2-"Desue"- -Rattle and Hum
9. Cocteau Twins-"B- lue Bell Knoll"
-- Blue Bell Knoll
10. Shona Laing-"G- lad I'm Not a
Kennedy"-- 12 inch
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Housing Gommittee Proposes Another Lottery System
The Housing Committee, in an attempt to
improve on the general lottery process, has
made some very important changes that ef-
fect all students who will be choosing housing
in the coming year. Therefore, it is crucial for
all members of the Kenyon community to
make an effort to consider the below changes
and respond in ways that will make housing
better in the future years.
One of the first proposals that was con-
sidered was to require fraternities to submit a
list of all fraternity housed students for the
coming year before any lottery processes
have begun. This is an attempt, to close the
fraternity advantage which allows a fraterni-
ty member to choose between lottery housing '
(i.e. an apartment) and fraternity housing.
This places fraternity members on an equal
status as all other organizations, i.e. The In-
ternational Wing, and nonfraternity stu-
dents, who are not allowed to choose be-
tween two different housing options at the
same time. In addition, the Housing Com-
mittee has required that fraternities fill divi,
sion floors from lounge up or lounge down
with active members on a floor by floor
basis. The only restriction for this process, is
that the fraternity members cannot begin to
house active fraternity members on a new
floor, until the above or below floor is filled
with active members. If the fraternity has any
empty spaces on a floor, they may fill these
spaces with social members or independent
men. They may not, in any event, house
social members or independents on a floor in
an attempt to gain any additional floors. Any
empty floors or unoccupied rooms within a
fraternity division will be put into the open
lottery. This proposal is an attempt to allow
more independents to live in desirable south
end housing. In addition, the penalty point
system will be abolished, in order to prohibit
unfair fraternity discrimination, in light of
these changes.
Within the enormous lottery handbook,
the Housing Committee has been actively
engaging in clarifying sections, as well as
revising or deleting others. Due to space re-
quirements, we shall focus upon the more im-
portant policies that have been considered.
First, all students who intend to live in a dou-
ble on campus must have a roommate when
the room selection process begins. If the
aforementioned individual does not, he or
she will be skipped until he or she does have a
roommate. If after the. double lottery has
been completed he or she still does not have a
roommate, these individuals will be housed
by the Dean of Residences, after all other lot-
tery processes have been completed. As of
last year, most students were able to enter the
double lottery as a single entry and then have
their points doubled. This created an incredi-
ble amount of single individuals living in
double rooms. With the strict enforcement of
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this double lottery requirement, the Housing
Committee intends to resolve the past prob-
lems of having a large number of singularly
occupied double rooms, which could have
housed individuals who were placed on sum-
mer housing, even though they had a room-
mate.
It is inevitable that at the end of the lottery
process there will be a number of individuals,
namely rising sophomores, who have no
room assignments. In an attempt to make the
summer housing assignment process more
equitable, those roommate pairs who choose
to "pass" in the open lottery will be assigned
rooms, after those people who never had the
opportunity to pick a room. This will
hopefully decrease some of the frustration
associated with summer housing.
The Housing Committee, after much con-
sideration, has decided that in order to
simplify the lottery process, that the little us-
ed housing retention option will no longer be
available. Another item that has been
discussed is that students will be allocated
class status points by semesters, as officially
recorded in the Registrar's office. This allows
students who remain at Kenyon, or an OCS
equivalent, for a full academic year, to be
housed before those of the same class who
decided to leave Kenyon for a semester or a
year, OCS excluded. The Housing Commit-
tee has made great efforts, to insure a greater
sense of equity, while simplifying and clarify-
ing particular issues. We actively encourage
people who have suggestions to come for-
ward and discuss them with the Committee
by attending the meetings which are held in
Gund Large Private Dining Room, on
Thursdays at 12:00. In addition, there will be
an opportunity, during the Student Council
meeting on Dec. 4, for students to discuss
any problems they have with housing or
anything discussed in this article. Please look
in Newscope for the time and location.
Billy Bragg Rags on Ron Reagan
By John Roman
Billy Bragg: Help Save The Youth of
America
"Beloved listener, well you may ask, 'Why
is this limey whining on about our country,
when, it's nothing to do with him?' I have no
vote in your Presidential election yet its out-
come will directly effect my future and the
future of millions of other people around the
world. Forgive me for putting this respon-
sibility on your shoulders, but I implore you
to take part in the democratic process this
year however imperfect it may be. Remem-
ber, when you elect a president, you are elec-
ting a president for all of us. Please be more
careful this time."
So says the jacket of Billy Bragg's newest
release. The U.K. folk progressive singer
enters the world of politics with this in-
sightful, if not terribly musical album.
The first cut is recorded live in Moscow
and comes complete with introduction to his
son in Russian. Help Save the Youth of
America is upbeat with strong electric guitar
licks carrying the song. Bragg's distinctly
British voice adds character even though his
accent doesn't make up for his lack of range
or somewhat toneless quality. Unfortunately,
his strong lyrics get lost in accompaniment
and his own garbled delivery.
Probably one of the best songs on the
album is the second cut, Think Again. Ac-
companied by a softly picked guitar, Bragg's
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voice is at its best: melodious and somewhat
moving. The last song on the first side, Chile
Your Waters Run Red Through Soweto is
sung a cappela, a brave attempt by Bragg.
Bragg's lack of range is a problem as is the
tone. However, the slow, almost hymnal
delivery, makes the song surprisingly good.
The lyrics are disturbing and their presenta-
tion in this manner is very effective.
The second side is not on par with the first.
The lyrics are amusing: "it's no consolation
that Ronald Reagan isn't running again"; but
Bragg's accompaniment does not add to their
presentation. The guitar intro. to To Have
and to Have Not has a punk sound which
provides a dissidence to the rest of the cut.
The final tune on the album There is
Power in a Union is unquestionably the best
on the album. The addition of backup
vocalist and a diverse accompaniment in-
cluding a banjo, synthesizer, fiddle and bass
provide the harmony and rhythm lacking in
the rest of the album. The lyrics are again
provoking and the combination of in-
strumentation provides a polished quality.
Billy Bragg relies heavily on his voice in
this album. His lyrics are strong, and the
guitar provides some spark. Unfortunately,
Bragg's range spans barely an octave and isn't
capable of carrying the album, although it
has moments of quality. If you are a Bragg
fan you will enjoy the album. If you haven't
been acquainted with him yet you may prefer
U2 for your political pickings.
znes on.
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Hoops is Here! Men, Women Open With Revamped Looks
By Rob Ward
The Ken yon Lords open the 1988-8- 9
basketball season tomorrow against Albion
in the Albion Thanksgiving Tournament.
The first conference game takes place
January 4th at Denison.
The Lords begin the season with a new
look. The addition of head Coach William
H. Brown is an attempt to rebuild and im-
prove the team. The new assistant coach is
Eric Piscopo, who will be responsible for
recruiting and scouting as well as assisting
Brown with the on the floor coaching.
Brown emphasizes that the strength of this
year's team lies in the fact that it is a
"cohesive unit." He is also impressed with the
team's determination and work ethic. "Every
player on the team is waiting for an oppor-
tunity to start," said Brown. "They're hungry
and willing to learn."
The weaknesses of the team are due in
large part to the fact that last year's team
graduated ten seniors, only one consistent
varsity player remains; senior guard and team
captain Tim Keller who the Lords will look to
for leadership as well as outside scoring.
"Our main problem will stem from our in-
experience, but hopefully we will be able to
gain confidence as the season progresses,"
said Brown.
A few players have gained limited varsity
experience, including junior guard Scott
Smith who Brown hopes can emerge as a
scoring threat. Smith was the leading scorer
on the junior varsity last year. Junior For-
ward Tony Kopyar will be looked to for re-
bounding, and sophomore Andy Kutz will be
looked to for needed inside scoring.
Other players that will play a role in the
team's success are Seniors Brian McDonald,
John Neeley, and Pete Reyes, sophomores
Matt Alcorn, Joe Murray, and B.J. Kenyon,
as well as freshmen Kevin Mills and Jeff
Pfriem.
Another of the Lords shortcomings ap-
pears to be their lack of physical strength.
"We aren't as physically strong as most of our
competition, and this could create some
problems," said Brown. What the Lords lack
in physical strength, the Lords hope to make
up in aggressiveness. "We will be the most ag-
gressive team every time we step on the
court," said Brown.
Examples of this aggressive play are
evidenced in the Lords style of play. They
will press every time down the court, and will
also change defenses frequently in order to
confuse opposing teams and control the tem-
po of the game. The Lords will also take full
advantage of any offensive opportunities
available, and won't hesitate to use the transi-
tion game. Brown wants to emphasize the
teams role as an "attacker, not an attackee."
The Lords hope to improve on last year's
Hanna Squeeks Out IM Champ
A trick play and some timely defense lifted
the Hanna Barbarians to their second con-
secutive intramural football championship
last week. Just as they did a year ago, the
Barbarians downed the Homeboys by a single
point.
Remember that freezing Sunday when it
snowed? For some unexplained reason, the
Homeboys played their semi-fin- al game on
this day, downing Men Without Helmets.
Like Mark "Weakie" Edwards noted, "It was
hella cold."
Mike "Ball and Chain" Collyer cooly held
off a furious charge late in the game, as the
Helmet guys scored twice on the strength of
Mark "pretty boy" Shull's running. The final:
26-1- 9.
Two days later, the Hanna team was on the
verge of its first loss in two years before pull-
ing the stunner of the year. Versus team Bill,
winless only a year ago, Hanna used a
staunch defense to jump out to a 7-- 0 halftime
lead. Early in the second, Rog Colsen made a
perfect block to spring QB Jason Bertsch free
for a touchdown, making it 13-- 0.
But Bill would not die.
Two hurry-u- p touchdowns, one by Don
"Daawnie" Thomas and the other by John
"I'm the most morally just man on campus"
Lombardi made it 14-1- 3 with but 26 seconds
left.
"Once we figured out how to block those
twerps, they couldn't stop us," said Lombar-
di. "It was like taking candy from a baby."
Bill, though, would cry in the end.
Chris "Gastineau" Munster devised a trick
play as time was winding down. After a
timeout, Hanna had one man line up and
step off the far side of the field just as
Munster stepped on the near side unnoticed.
Bertsch lofted a bomb and the unthinkable
came true. Touchdown! An illegal play on
any level of organized football, this one
stood up to team Bill's protest to the IM
director. 19-1- 4, team Hanna.
"That was the cheesiest play ever," added
Lombardi. "It was cheesier than Munster's
articles, or his sweats, or his tighty-whities- !"
Alas, Hanna advanced.
The championship was not as dramatic as
the semis were, even though the score was
closer. The Homeboys trailed throughout,
and even the pass-catchi- ng of Joe "I'm glad
they don't give penalties for driving records"
D'Addario could not offset the Hanna effort.
Mike "the General" Swanson had an im-
pressive game on defense, except when Joe D
burned him for six.
"Mike was the spiritual and physical leader
of our team," noted Munster. "He was also
our celebration leader."
Two Bertsch scores and two more by Chip
"smoked" Salmon offset a big day for an
even bigger Jeff Katowitz, who had three
TD's for the Homeboys.
An overflow crowd of about ten provided
the real highlights, though. The Homeboy's
Hoyt Sweeny got a little upset with super
Hanna cheerleader Tad Troilo and went into
the stands after him.
"He was luky they held me back," said
Troilo, who must have grown beer muscles at
the game. "I would have shown him what I
learned at Gu-Gits- u school last week."
Fortunately, referees Ben Lee and Dave "I
don't throw flags because 1 hate it when they
yell" Repasky showed experience in quieting
the fracus.
Up 28-2- 0 with about a minute to go, Han-
na knew it was in the bag. A late TD made
the final 28-2- 7.
"It was a touch year," said injured Andy
Stearns of the Barbarians. "When you lose a
guy like Shelby Collier to a real sport like
rugby, you have to rebuild the entire offense.
Luckily, Scott Vincent and Andy Lentz got
time off from their busy modeling careers to
fill in."
Walleyball
In the first IM walleyball tournament held
a couple weeks ago, the Wallbangers won the
co-re- c finals and the Lombardi team won the
see INTRAMURALS page eleven
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Alcorn shoots as Reyes is out of position.
record of 14-1- 3, but the competition will be
tough. They will be tested by a number of the
teams in the conference including Allegheny
(ranked 1 in the NCAC), Wooster, and
defending national champion Ohio Wesley-an- ,
as Kenyon's toughest competition.
"The NCAC is a very competitive con
The Lords opened their dual meet season
with a pair of victories, defeating Denison
University, 141-9- 5, and Miami University,
131-10- 8.
Junior Jon Howell led Kenyon against
Miami with wins in the 50-- and 100-yar- d
freestyle, at 21.89 and 48.18, respectively.
A tremendous team effort was exhibited in
both victories, as 14 members of Kenyon's
team won events, including 5 freshmen.
Seniors Tom Creech and captain Alan
Schmidt were both winners.
The junior class was represented in the vic-
tory column by Howell, Scott Michael, Nate
Llerandi, Tadd Ferguson and Tom Schina-bec- k.
Eric Chambers was the lone sophomore
winner, while youth was served with wins by
freshmen John Landreth, Kenzie Young and
Karl Slatoff.
The Ladies suffered defeats to Denison,
153.5-152.- 5, and Miami, 143-9- 0. However,
ference," -- said Brown, in response to hi;
team's last place ranking within the con
ference. However, he is optimistic, "I see thi
as a blessing in disguise. It is hard to gauge
where we will finish. We hope to knocl
teams off one by one, and gradually climb
the ladder one rung at a time."
As far as goals for the season, Brown states
that, "we want'to win all of ourhome game!
and split our road games. That is the key to
success."
Women's Basketball
The Kenyon Ladies begin their 1988 ft
season Saturday night when they participate
in the Rose City Classic.
The Ladies appear to be starting this
season with the intention of rebuilding. With
only four returning varsity players, the
graduation of three talented seniors -J- ili
Tibbe, Susan Lind, and Laurie Ewers -t- he
see BASKETBALL page seven
Swimmers Begin Title Defenses
the week was far from a total loss, as 5 Ken
yon swimmers qualified for nationals
Leading this group is freshman Kristie Stacy,
who qualified with a firstplace in the
100-yar- d butterfly, 1:00.08, and a third-plac- e
in the 200 butterfly, 2:2:13.02.
Sophomore Molly Roll won the 200 breast
stroke against Denison with a qualifying time
of 2:31.20. Senior co-capta- in Jeannine Gury
came in second in that vent in the Miami
meet, and was under the cut at 2:32.61.
Sophomore Kami Mathews finished second
and qualified in the 200 backstroke, 2:16.89.
One of the most encouraging signs was the
diving of freshman Ann Kelley. Against
Miami she scored 260.18 to win the 1 -- meter
diving, qualify for nationals, and break the
Kenyon varsity and freshman records.
Other Ladies winning individual events or
relays included senior cocaptain Erin Fin
neran, senior Christine Jacob, junior
Catherine Fletcher and freshman Carrie
Nealon, Traci Hockman, Marit Gibson
(Louisville,) and Tobey Connell.
ONU Ends Volleyball's NCAA Hope
By Leslie Douglas
With a final record of 37-- 9, the Ladies
Volleyball Team finishes its best season in
Kenyon's history. The season ended with a
loss to Ohio Northern University in the
NCAA Division III Regional Semifinals.
The season was a very successful one. In
the final poll of the NCAA, Kenyon was
ranked 7th in the nation. It was the first time
Kenyon received national ranking in
volleyball and the first time they received a
national bid. The Ladies also finished 2nd in
the Midwest Region, behind Illinois Benedic-
tine.
Unfortunately, the season ended sooner
than the Ladies had anticipated with a very
disappointing loss to ONU. A number of fac-
tors contributed to the loss, as Coach Great-che- n
Weitbrecht explained: "Earlier in the
season we had played them (ONU) and had a
pretty convincing win over them. This may
have led to our team not giving them as much
respect as we should have." (In the first
meeting with ONU, the Ladies won, 15-- 3,
15-5-
.) Coach Weitbrecht also mentioned the
fact that "when it is the first time to do some-
thing, there is an unavoidable ase of
In their best-of-fi- ve match with ONUY,
the Ladies lost the first game, 6-1- 5, and
played exceptionally well in the second to win
15-- 5. In regards to the tird game, Coach
Weitbrecht said the team "got hung up with a
lead but then let ONU come back to win." It
was at this point when the Ladies seemed to
begin losing momentum. Kenyon was vi-
ctorious in the 4th match, 15-- 9, but lost the
5th , 15-1- 1, despite making an incredible com-
eback after being down 1 1-- 2.
Senior co-capta- in Holly Swank, as
representative of the majority of the team,
commented, "We were very disappointed
because we really thought we could do better.
ONU played smart, they successfully played
on our weaknesses." Swank also wanted to
thank all the fans who came out to Musk-ingha- m
to cheer them on. "We really ap-
preciated the fans support."
Although it was a very disappointing way
to end, the season can be looked upon as a
very successful one. Coach Kerr said, "on the
whole, it was a great season. The positive
aspects far outweigh the negative. I'm very
proud of everything the team has achieved.
The seniors, (Holly Swank, Heather Spencer,
Kris Snyder, Kirsten Holzheimer, Sarah Flot-se- e
VOLLEYBALL page twelve
SPORTS
Seniors Close Wacky Years in Style
By Chris Munster
Rob Medonis
Robert Medonis: Not exactly a household
name at The Collegian. But Rob Medonis
was in at defensive noseguardtackle for the
Lords on every series.
His dependability and steadiness was there.
You even sense iot in the manner in which he
says, "At my size, the only way 111 get known
is if I have 1,000 sacks."
At 182 pounds, he outdueled many a
center and guard this year. "I hated it going
up against linemen 40, 50, 60 pounds bigger.)
You have to take them on straight, so you
don't get stingers." Medonis on:
Turning point in the season: "Versus Case,
because we knew we were good." Lords '88:
"We never gave up, and stayed together."
Rob Medonis: "I had an up and down year."
Even on his "down" days, he brought run-
ning backs down with him.
Jon Wilkin
On Wilkin: Not having spoken to him all
year, IH let him do the talking now.
Psychology in football: "Most important,
you must know yourself and believe in your
abilities. You just have to say 'I'm gonna get
it done.' Some guys intimidate really well by
saying what they'll do instead of playing.
Hey, if I'm kicking your ass, I know it, and
you know it. Let the actions speak.
Turning point in season: "Camp. Everyone
was in good shape and ready to play." Coach
Kindbom: "First year he has been confident
in the team as a whole; he believed we could
do it." Special teams player: "Selfless. It was
a big chance for me to play as a freshman.
Ironically, that's the way it ended for me as a
senior" Best Hit: "I felt my best hit, in my
career, was on the first fumble recovery for
kickoff team against Heidelberg." Coach
Akers: "Driven."
Will Wilson
Will Wilson: An English major, his
favorite book is Still Life of the Woodpecker
by Tom Robbins. In it lies a character Ber-
nard Mickey Ringle, the "woodpecker." "His
favorite drink is tequilla. He's an outlaw of
society; he lives outside all laws."
How does this relate to Wilson? "I'm an in-
dividual who plays on a team sport, I'm my
own person.
On his numerous injuries: "I played the
most games this season. Without the injuries,
I could have developed into more of an im-
pact player. I had high aspirations this year. I
was happy to get back, but I came back too
early. I was more intense mentally after
coming back" On freshmen: "All freshmen
stepped in I felt like an old man back there
in the secondary" On the ending of a
season: "It's a relief that I'm going to heal;
the end of the season hasn't hit me yet."
Rich Martin
Rich Martin: For Martin, the end of foot-
ball means the beginning of baseball. "I'm
getting my bat and hitting off the tee."
How did Martin view his fall season?
"From a selfish point of view, I was disa-
ppointedno, I had a great time; it was a fun
year. Everyone wants to contribute on Satur-
day, not just Monday through Friday. That's
what it's all about."
Martin compares baseball to football like
this: "Football's more of a team game,
baseball is more individual. Thank God it's
more individual - playing on team sports
here at Kenyon can be disappointing. I know
that sounds negative."
What does Martin look at in the spring? "I
get to show people what I got, andl can't wait
to hit the weights." As a captain and stand-
out second baseman, the only thing he'll have
to wait for is the next pitch.
Alec Jerome
Alec Jerome. Due to surgery on his knee,
Alec Jerome, a senior co-capt- ain and defen-
sive tackle, was not here this past week. Of
course, everyone knew he wouldn't miss the
final game against Heidelberg. "The fact that
he played surprised the hell out of me," said
Will Wilson, who understands injuries better
than anyone.
Pete Murphy further supplemented on
Jerome's behalf. He paraphrased how he'd
react to Kenyon's shafting on all-confere- nce
selections. "He'd say, 'It's bull , we kick-
ed people's asses this year.' "
It is evident that Jerome is well-respect- ed
and knows that the Lords' strength this past
season was in the entire team as a unit.
see SENIORS page seven
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Football Gains 24-1- 7 Win With Fourth-Quart- er Effort
By Chris Munster
With 11:12 left in the third quarter Satur-
day, the Heidelberg Student Princes were
taking one big step towards victory. Bob
Aleksandrovic just returned a punt 82 yards
to put them out in front 10-- 3.
But Kenyon taught its opponents two
lessons: Don't hurry us, and hold on to the
pigskin. Kenyon stormed back to turn back
The Student Princes 24-1- 7, ending the season
on a winning note.
Following that return, Kenyon went into
its hurry-u- p offense to catch Heidelberg off-guar- d.
Six straight Dahlquist completions
brought Kenyon from their own 28 to the
Princes' 8-ya- rd line. On 3rd and 8, he went to
(say it again) Ed Beemiller for the
touchdown. It was his eighth touchdown of
the year. It was 10-1- 0 with plenty of time left
in the third quarter.
With Heidelberg scoring on a 35-ya- rd
touchdown pass with 5:30 left in the quarter,
Kenyon once again had to come back from a
7-po-
int deficit. Kenyon answered the call in
impressive fashion. Starting at its own 15
with 12:52 left, it set out on a 16-pl- ay drive.
On a 3rd and 5 from their own 35, Coach
Kindbom brought in Elmer Decipeda. "You
knew he wasn't coming into block," said
Kindbom. Sending in one of his own plays all
day ("Eric called 90Vo of the game," he com-
mented), Decipeda ran his route down the
left sidelines to perfection. He tip-toe- d out of
bounds, with possession, to keep the drive
alive. Kindbom said it was one of the keys in
the game.
Mark Lontchar was glad the drive con-
tinued, for he finished it off for the Lords.
On 3rd and 7 from the 14, he hauled in a
Dahlquist pass. With the point tacked on, the
game was once again knotted at 17-1- 7.
"Some guys use the specials teams as a rest,
a break," noted Jon Wilkin after the game.
For him and Ken Orce, they gave the
Heidelberg offense a longer rest than an-
ticipated. They managed to strip the ball
loose on the following return. When Bryan
Olsen recovered, the place was delirious.
If you were placing bets on who Dahlquist
would throw to, well, you lost, while Kenyon
scored its go-ahe- ad touchdown. Two carries
for Scott Hinckley and two for Al-Sowa- yel
gave the Lords the 24-1- 7 victory that it held
onto for the rest of the game.
You can interpret the Lords season in
many ways. Tom "Heisman" Longo "saw a
new light with Ken Orce as spiritual leader."
(Or was that Spir-HIT-u- al leader?).
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el was not denied (he end zone this year, scoring 9 TDs.
Lords Soccer Wins Last Four 4
By Darryl Shankle
With its final two games of the season, a
1-
-0 win over Mount Union College, and a 2-- 1
victory over NCAC foe Case Western-Reserv- e
University, the Kenyon men's soccer
program is at the dawn of a new age an age
of winning. The Lords finished their cam-
paign winning 6 of their last 7 matches, in-
cluding 4 in a row.
The Lords ended their regular season with
an 11-- 5 overall mark, and 4-- 2 in the NCAC.
Kenyon has not had this many victories in a
season in 15 years (1 1- -2 in 1973). Their 4 con-
ference wins was also the most they've had in
the NCAC's 5 years of existence.
Having much to do with the program's turn-
around is first year head coach Mike Pilger.
In 1987 as an assistant to the now-depart- ed
Jeff Vennell, Pilger helped the Lords to an
8-7-
-2 mark, their first winning season since
1982. This season as the head mentor, Pilger
has carefully taken a very young team and
turned it into a force to be reckoned with.
"We have a good team," remarks Pilger.
"We've showed a huge improvement over last
year. And with our youth and relative inex-
perience, getting 1 1 wins was very good for
our confidence level."
Against Mount Union last Thursday, the
Lords recorded their sixth shutout of the
season. Freshman goalie Charles Hansen,
who ended the 1988 campaign with wins in 1 1
of the 14 games in which he played, recorded
8 saves.
Junior forward Chris Alpaugh scored the
IntramiircllS Continued from page ten
men's title.
Mike Collyer, chained to Jen Jannsen,
teamed with Joe D and one of Joe's plethora
of women to take the touch, two-tea- m co-re- c
draw. They beat Beth Klamar, Tom "Pee-Wee- "
Grace, John "Mr. Cigarette" Lytle and
Betsy Ireland.
Said Jannsen, "It was tough because Joe's
friend broke her nail. I told her she could sit
out because everybody knows Joe's got lots
of girlfriends to fill in. But she roughed it and
we won."
Lombardi's team of Chuck Mihok, An-
drew Emery, and George Abar breezed
through the men's draw for their win.
"It was easy because the game is
straightforward," said Lombardi. "No cheap
stff like Munster pulls in football. 2
Co-Re- c Soccer
Mark "Superstar" Spalding led the D-P- hi
team to a dramatic 3-- 2 win over the Phi-Ka- ps
to win the 1988 title.
Down 2-- 0, Spalding scored twice and
only goal against MUC. This was the second
time this season that Alpaugh has given Ken-
yon a 1- -0 win.
In their rain-soak- ed finale at CWRU, the
Lords jumped out to a 1- -0 halftime lead.
Sophomore Joel Youngblood, who scored
his only 2 goals of the season in the last 3
games, got his second marker of 1988 on an
assist from freshman Peter Lindgren.
In the second half, senior Jeff Alpaugh
scored the eventual gamewinner, his second
goal of the season.
"Jeff Alpaugh and John Brown, two of
our seniors, both played outstandingly in
their last games as Lords," praised Pilger
after the game at Case Western Reserve. A
back, Brown was instrumental in leading the
Lords' defense to its sixth shutout of the
season. Appreciating Brown's defensive help
was goalkeeper Hansen, who stopped 6 Spar-
tan shots.
Hansen finished the season as the fourth
best goalie in the North Coast Athletic Con-
ference, giving up just 1 goal per game. His
teammate and classmate, Kevin Mills, placed
1 1th in the NCAC in scoring with 6 goals and
3 assists in 14 games played.
Besides Alpaugh and Brown, only two
other seniors (Tom Elmer and Richard
Ginsburg) will graduate from the Lords'
squad. With the wealth of talent and ex-
perience coming back to Gambier next fall,
the Kenyon men's soccer program looks to be
a formidable opponent to all who face it in
the years ahead.
assisted to lead the D-Phi- 's.
"We get t-sh- irts! !" exclaimed a happy Nan-
cy Faris of the D-P- hi team.
To which Dan "Hot Pants" McGuire of the
Phi-Ka- ps replied, "We suck."
Careful now, Dan. We don't need any bad
letters about this in the next issue.
Cross-Countr- y
The Lords and Ladies traveled to Rich-
mond, Indiana to participate in the NCAA
Division III Great Lakes Regional. The
Lords finished twelfth of sixteen teams with
306 points. Calvin College was the winner
with a tally of 51 points. The Ladies sent two
runners, but did not record team points.
Senior co-capta- in Alex Hetherington
crossed the line in thirty-sevent- h place, cover-
ing the 8,000-met- er course in a time of 27:09.
For the Ladies, freshman Kara Berghold
covered the 5,000-met- er course in a time of
20:02 for twentieth place and was followed
by Tracey Fatzinger, who placed twenty-fir- st
in 20:05.
Moberg
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system will also be provided. In addition,
Moberg stated that all new campus buildings
will be furnished with network access.
Mr. Moberg feels these changes are part of
a "very exciting" and "futuristic" move for
Kenyon. He points out that the move is part
of a continuing effort by Kenyon to provide a
high quality liberal arts education. He is con-
vinced that the move is a creative,
courageous and necessary one for the college.
Hazardous
Continued from page two
about the release of toxic chemicals into the
environment in one's community and beyond
by submitting a request to EPA. The agency
will not charge for such a request as long as
responding to it does not involve photocopy-
ing more than 250 pages. (The request concer-
ning Knox County for this article involved 21
pages.) You will receive a copy of the forms
submitted to the agency; these forms contain
networks of codes, so you must also ask for a
copy of the filing instructions to decipher the
information. It is usually best to ask for all
the forms for a particular county, unless the
area is heavily industrialized, in which case
the material would be overwhelming and ex-
pensive. You can also obtain information on
a particular facility or a specific chemical.
The agency's address for this purpose is EPA
Title III Reporting Center, 470490 L"Enfant
Plaza, SW, Suite 7103, Washington, D.C.
20026, (202) 488-150- 1. The staff is quite
helpful.
Foreign
Continued from page two
on world capital markets Our deficit is
behind the rise of real interest rates and the
further problems of Latin American debtors.
The sad thing is that this has virtually been a
nonissue in this campaign and whoever is
elected will have to deal with it.
Apathy at Kenyon is the subject of fre-
quent debate, too much debate. The atten-
dance at this discussion was heartening.
Hopefully there will be more debates and
discussions on campus to educate our
'apathetic' student body.
Volleyball
Continued from page ten
ten and Christina Hoyt), have definitely left a
winning legacy that will continue into the
future."
Seniors Kris Snyder and Kirsten
Holzheimer were named to the NCAC se-
cond team all-conferen- ce. Snyder was the
team's third leading hitter with 180 kills, se-
cond in defensive digs with 300, and fourth in
blocking with 25 solo and 46 assist blocks.
Holzheimer was fourth of the team's hitters
with 160 kills, second in serving with a 92.4
serving percentage, first in serve reception,
fourth in defensive digs and third in blocking
with 53 solo blocks and 48 assists. Sopho-
more Judy Hruska can also be recognized as
the team's second leading hitter with 218
kills, and second leading blocker with 50 solo
and 57 assit blocks.
Coach Weitbrecht is also very pleased with
the overall season. She pointed out that the
Ladies were not beaten in regular season by a
Division III college in Ohio. Also, Kenyon's
volleyball program has turned around and
has become very respected.
On the departure of the seniors, Coach
Weitbrecht said, "it is tough any time a pro-
gram graduates six seniors, but especially in
volleyball. Their leadership will really be
missed."
Senior Co-Capta- in, Heather spencer said,
"It's been a good four years and I am glad to
have been part of the program." Projecting
to the upcoming seasons, she said, "The
younger players will be fine and we would
like to wish them all the best of luck next
season."
Looking ahead to next year's volleyball
team, Coach Weitbrecht is also very op-
timistic. She sees the underclassmen as very
capable with a good deal of potential. "The
returning players really have a grasp of the
level of play and consistency they need to
have in order to be successful. There were
four core players, Sophomores Chelsea An-dru- s,
Jane Gerace, Jennifer Hirsh, and Judy
Hruska, who saw a lot of playing time and
experience. The freshmen who didn't play as
much were also able to learn a lot and gain
much experience by practicing against one of
the best teams in the nation. It will be impor-
tant for the returning players to set their own
standards, not based on past history."
Next year's team does have its own goals to
set but the achievements of this year's team
will be hard to ignore. For the regular season,
the Ladies ended with an 82 winning
average. They were undefeated against their
Division I and Division II opponents, 26--5
against Division III opponents and 8-- 3
against NAIA opponents. Their best efforts
included a 100 serve reception and a 98
serving percentage vs. Muskingham College
(10-27-8- 8). They had a season high of 50 kills
vs. Calvin College and high blocking games
against Allegheny College and Ohio Wesley-a- n
University.
Many individual efforts can also be noted.
Leading hitter with 321 kills, second on team
in serve reception, third on team in defensive
digs and leading blocker with 92 solo and 89
assist blocks, senior Co-Capta- in Holly
Swank was recognized for the third year in a
row as the NCAC player of the year. Senior
co-capta- in, Heather Spencer finished the
season as leading setter, with 638 assists,
leading server with a 97.5 percentage, and the
second leading defensive dig leader with 294
digs. She was also named to NCAC First-Tea- m
All-Conferen-
ce.
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Letters to the Editor
Continued from page three
ed. Words can and do have an incredible ef-
fect on the way people think (of themselves,
others, the world in general). The point of
this letter is to make you (the reader) aware
that gender-exclusiv- e language does bother
people and to make you aware of your own
use of it. I guess what I am asking is that you
think about the times you use gender-exclusiv- e
language. Count how many times
you do it in your next class. Count how many
times you do it in your next conversation, be
it with a male or a female. It may seem like a
hard habit to break, but awareness seems like
the first step to me.
Sincerely,
Molly Curry
WKCO
ter how "noble" in intent, must be dealt with
as a serious offense. These are the only two
cases of "censorship" that we know of.
If this is censorship then fine but we do not
think that the Collegian can ask us, or
anybody at WKCO to espouse racism, sexism
and the like. Certainly we do not expect the
Collegian to. And if WKCO is actively engag
ed in censorship then why do we have shows
that question the existence of God, and open-
ly discuss alternative sexual lifestyles?
WKCO is "playing it safe" by providing a
worthwhile entertainment alternative for this
part of Ohio. If this means cutting downc
pointless swearing and offensive no:
educational commentary, then this is wh;
WKCO is prepared to do.
On a last point, we feel that it is also wro:
for the Collegian to suggest that we sot;
how defy the law and challenge the FCC
Neither David Richards, who is responsit
for program content, Jim Kerr, static
manager, David Starr, who is static
engineer, nor any student acting as a D.
wants tr opt invnlved with a court case tV- -
could drag on for a long time and could er
up in jail or fines. This is not fair to them.t:
students of Kenyon who pay for the static
the Board of Trustees who granted us
charter or to the Gambier community
look to us for news and entertainment. A;
'
above all of this it is our duty as responsit
citizens to uphold laws and regulations as eJ
earlier letter in the Collegian pointed oi
Quite frankly, if the Collegian wants soir
one to try the case, why don't they? We do:
see them letting their writers swear in their i
tides or degrade minorities.
We at WKCO find the FCC decisions i
Congress's new laws troublesome as well, t
we feel that what the Collegian is discussing
neither informed nor correct.
Signed,
Members of the WKCO Executive Staff
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